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ABSTRACT

This research has determined the mass and composition distribution

as a function of particle size for wood burning stove and fireplace

aerosols. Sampling was done from cooled, diluted smoke plumes to better

describe particulate properties as they exist in the atmosphere. The

particulate composition variability noted in previous research was

controlled by restricting sampling to hot burning (damper open

combustion) and cool burning (air starved damper closed combustion).

Size distributed traffic and residential oil burner aerosols were also

sampled. Samples were collected behind a series of single stage

impactors. Special emphasis was placed on the determination of organic

and elemental carbon because these species are major components of

combustion aerosols. Corrections were made for organic vapor adsorption

on quartz fiber sampltng filters.

Hot burning RWC particles were black, had a unimodal size

distribution and contained from 20 to 60% carbon (primarily elemental

carbon) and high levels of trace elements (K, S, Cl). In contrast, cool

burning RWC particles were tan, had a bimodal size distribution, and

contained from 55 to 65% carbon (almost entirely organic carbon) and

only minute amounts of trace elements.

RWC composition data were used in CMB modeling of residential area

aerosol samples by: (1) using a composite RWC composition profile

adjusted for the proportion of damper-open and closed burning as

determined by surveys; or (2) using both hot and cool RWC profiles

together. CMB modeling was used across the fine aerosol «2.5 m) size

range to show the size distribution of combustion generated aerosols. It

xxii



was demonstrated that combustion generated organic and elemental carbon

distributions, especially for particles <0.3 m, shifted to larger sizes

during their atmospheric residence time. This shift can be explained by

coagulation. CMB modeling was also used to examine the effects of

assuming that RWC particles lose organic carbon during their atmospheric

residence time. For winter samples the agreement between organic and

elemental carbon values calculated by the model and ambient values was

improved by allowing RWC particles to lose from 25 to 65% of their

organic carbon loading; however, allowing these losses did not

significantly alter source contributions.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE INCREASE IN THE USE OF WOOD AS A RESIDENTIAL SPACE HEATING

FUEL

In 1970, when the Clean Air Act became law, no list of major air

pollution sources contained residential wood burning. In 1984 Time

Magazine (January, 16) reported: "Pollution from home wood stoves is

nearing cris is proportions". In Missoula, MT. pregnant women, joggers

and the elderly were urged to stay indoors rather than breathe the foul

air. In a study of seven sites in Oregon, Washington and Idaho during

the winter of 1980 to 1981, wood-burning stoves were found to be

responsible for 66 to 84 percent of respirable particulate material

(JAPCA, 35:1088). Obviously there have been some changes in the levels

of residential wood combustion (RWC) air pollution and in the way it is

perceived during the period from 1970 to 1985.

It has been well documented that since the 1973-74 oil embargo the

use of wood as a home heating fuel and the associated air pollution has

increased dramatically (Bailey et a1., 1982a,b; Butcher, 1978; Core et

a1., 1984; Cummings, 1982; Dalton et a1. 1977; DeAngelis et al. 1981;

GMA, 1979; Green, 1980; Hatchard and Day, 1979; Howland and Kowa1cyzk,

1984; Imhoff et al., 1984; Lipfert and Dungan, 1983; Nero & Assoc.,

1984; Otis, 1977; Palmer et a1., 1980; Romero et al., 1978; Truesdale

et a1., 1984). A summary of 20 recent RWC air pollution studies (Nero &

Assoc., 1984) (Appendix 1) showed that the average ambient RWC aerosol

pollution over the study periods ranged from 6-93 ~g/m3 and the 24 hour

averages ranged from 24-234 ~g/m3. A 1980-81 Forest Service survey
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(Nero & Assoc., 1984) showed that residential wood burning occurs in

every state and ranges from 11% of households (Florida) to 58% of

households (Oregon, Vermont) (Appendix 1). The 28% of households in the

nation that burn wood burn an average of 0.76 to 3.9 cords annually.

Consumption of fuel wood in 1980-81 was 40.5 million cords in primary

homes and another 1.5 million cords in second homes (21.1 million cords

burned in stoves, 19.3 million cords burned in fireplaces or fireplace

inserts). The EPA has estimated that 10.6 million stoves were in use by

the end of 1983 and that the number is increasing by one half to a

million units per year (JAPCA, 35:1088).

Increased concern about RWC air pollution has motivated a need to

develop and evaluate methodologies that will accurately determine the

RWC contribution to urban particulate air pollution. Chemical mass

balance (CMB) modeling has been used for this purpose; however, the

results obtained to date have had high uncertainties because of the

relatively low concentrations and high variability of the primary RWC

inorganic tracers (K and Cl). Because carbon often comprises over 50%

of wood smoke particles, CMB modeling uncertainty of RWC can be reduced

by the accurate determination of RWC organic and elemental carbon. This

effort should include source sampling from cooled, diluted plumes and

the accounting of organic vapor assorption on sampling filters to

insure that particle compositions are representative of particles as

they exist in the atmosphere. It should also determine the sources of

and limits of RWC particulate composition variability. Finally it

should examine whether RWC particulate composition changes during its

atmospheric residence time.
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1.2 THE AIR POLLUTION ASPECTS OF RESIDENTIAL WOOD BURNING

Per unit heat output RWC generates much more pollution than

burning oil or gas. A reasonably small house using wood as its only

heating fuel will emit about 45(+150, -30) kilograms particulate

material per heating season. In contrast, by using oil or gas heating

emissions would be 2.5 and 1 kilograms, respectively.

Both organic and elemental carbon particles are formed by the

burning of carbon in incomplete combustion processes such as RWC

contribute mainly to the fine fraction of particulate pollution «2.5

~m diameter) (Wolff et a1., 1982). They pollute both outdoor and indoor

air (Sexton et a1., 1984a,b)

The group of compounds that comprise the organic carbon fraction

of combustion aerosol particles are determined by the fuel type, the

combustion process, and the combustion parameters such as: fuel

residence time in the combustion zone, temperature, turbulence, and

combustion air availability. Hundreds of organic compounds have been

isolated from wood smoke aerosol (A1fheim et al. 1984a,b; Boube1 et

a1., 1981; Cooke et a1. 1982; DeAngelis et a1., 1981; Lipari, 1984).

These form the basis of the health concerns associated with wood smoke

inhalation.

The elemental carbon in combustion aerosol particles (sometimes

called soot, non-volatile carbon, black carbon, non-extractable carbon

or free carbon) is black, with an amorphous or graphitic structure

(Sexton et a1. , 1984). Combustion-generated aerosols can vary from

particles that are 90% organic carbon to particles that are 90%

elemental carbon (Mast et al. 1984; Wolff, 1981). These aerosols
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(Ogren and Charlson, 1983; Wolff, 1981b). Most combustion-generated

aerosols which contain a significant amount of elemental carbon are

composed of clusters of small spherical particles or chains of

spherical particles (Dasch, 1982; Howard, et al., 1982; Lahaye and

Prado, 1974). Elemental carbon forms the basic structure of the

spheres, while organic compounds are deposited on the surface and in

the pores of the elemental carbon structure (Fitch and Smith, 1979).

The organic compounds associated with RWC aerosol particles have

been found to be irritating, toxic, mutagenic, carcinogenic and

co-carcinogenic chemical species (Alfheim, et al., 1984a, b, c;

Carlson, 1982; Carnow, 1978; Carnow and Meir, 1973; Cooper, 1980; Cooke

et al. 1982; Daisey, 1980; DeAngelis et al., 1981; 1984; Hubble et al.,

1982; Kamens et al., 1984a, b, 1985; Kelsey, et al. 1982; Lewtas et

al., 1982; Mast, et al., 1984; Peters, 1982; Ramdahl et al., 1982,

1984; Smith, 1983; Smith et al., 1984; Thomson, et al., 1985). These

organic compounds include aliphatics consisting of C8 t<? C27 alkanes

and alkenes, ketones, aromatics and polycyclic organic material

(Hubble, et al., 1982). Benzo(a)pyrene, a known carcinogen which has

caused tumors in hamsters, mice, rats and rabbits, has often been found

in wood smoke aerosols. Imhoff et al. (1982) have shown that many of

the mutagenic and carcinogenic species associated with wood smoke

aerosols were also found in the vapor phase downwind of a community

noted for a large amount of residential wood heating. Rudling and

Ahling (1982) demonstrated that there is an almost linear relationship

between wood burning carbon monoxide emission per mass of wood burned

and mutagenicity of solvent extractions of wood burning emissions.
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Studies of school children and adults in Missoula, Montana, where

wood smoke contributes over half of wintertime aerosol pollution,

associated chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and significant lung

dysfunction with wood smoke air pollution (Cannon, 1984).

RWC aerosol particles also cause visibility degradation both

because they are in the size range where particles effectively scatter

light and because they contain black elemental carbon which absorbs

light (Bergstrom et al., 1982; Groblicki et al., 1981, Kowalczyk et

al., 1982a, b; Packham and Vines, 1978; Patterson and Wagman, 1977;

Rosen et al., 1980; Shah, 1981; Shah et al., 1984; Stevens, 1983; Wolff

et al., 1981a).

RWC aerosol particles can participate in atmospheric chemistry by

causing or promoting gas to particle conversion such as the conversion

interacted with ambient NOX and/or ozone both under dark and daylight

conditions while indirect acting mutagenicity decreased under bright

sunlight conditions.

1.4 THE COMPOSITION OF RWC AEROSOL PARTICLES

Both the composition and emission rates of RWC aerosol particles

are highly variable and are strongly dependent on combustion

parameters. The variability of emission rates is illustrated by the

fact that emission rates for both stoves and fireplaces span the range

of 1-70 gram particulate material emitted per kg of wood burned

of S02 to particulate sulfates (Chang et al. , 1982). In addition,

Kamens et al. (1984b, 1985) have shown that the direct acting

mutagenicity of wood smoke extracts increased after particles
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(Butcher and Buckley, 1977; Butcher and Sorenson, 1979; Butcher and

Ellenbecker, 1981; Hall and DeAngelis, 1980; Rud1ing and Ah1ing, 1981;

Stiles, 1983; Kowalczyk et al., 1982; Sandborn and Blanchet, 1982;

Barnett and Shea, 1982). RWC aerosols contain large amounts of organic

and sometimes large amounts of elemental carbon along with significant

amounts of potassium, chlorine, sulfur, aluminum, iron, phosphorous,

silicon, lead, zinc and rubidium (Dasch, 1982; DeCesar and Cooper,

1982; Stiles, 1983; Watson, 1979). While there is a large body of

literature presenting RWC emission factor data, very little information

about wood smoke composition is available, especially as it exists in

cooled, diluted smoke plumes, i. e., during its atmospheric residence

time. There are some data giving trace elementalcompositionof forest

slash burning aerosols (Hester, 1979). The major concern in determining

the composition of RWC aerosols has been with the species that compose

the organic carbon fraction of these aerosols (Alfheim, et al.,

1984a,b; DeAngelis, et al.,1981; Kamens, et al., 1984; Hubble, et al.,

1982; Jahnson, 1961). These data have not been demonstrated to be

useful for CMB modeling. Watson (1979) measured trace elements in a few

samples of fireplace burning and choked-off wood stove burning (Table

1.1); however, no information about fuel types or burn conditions was

given. DeCesar and Cooper (1981) reported carbon and trace element data

(Table 1.1) for residential wood combustion source sampling. These data

were obtained with a modified dichotomous virtual impactor fitted with

an EPA Method 5 probe. Stiles (1983) reported wood stove trace

elemental compositions for samples collected from a dilution tunnel

where flue gas was diluted nine to one with clean air (Table 1.1). None



Table 1.1

Composition of Residential WoodSmoke Fine Aerosol

(% of mass)

< Below detection limit

NR Not reported

7

DeCesar Stiles Watson

Woodstove Fireplace Woodstove

OC 47.5:!:13.8 33.4:t:13 45.9:!:5.5 49.1:!:4.9

EC 12.8:!:8.4 7.4:1:7 12.9:1:5.2 8.3:1:0.8

Al 0.021:!:NR 0.024:!:.018 0.018:1:.002

Cl 0.509:!:0.03 1.7:1:3 0.61:!:.057 0.094:!:.0049

Ca 0.067:tNR 0.055:1:.007 0.037:t.002

Fe < 0.002:!:.0003 0.0035:1:.0007

K 0.086:!:0.01 12.5:!:11 0.5H.ll 0.053:!:.04

Mn < 0.002:!:.001 0.012:!:.015

Si < 0.024:!:.02 <0.005

S 0.182:!:0.02 3. H3 0.37:1:.034 0.28:t.46

Zn 0.037:!:NR 0.12:!:.16 <0.01
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of these studies, which measured RWC aerosol particle carbon

composition, accounted for vapor carbon adsorption on sampling filters.

Therefore they tend to overestimate organic carbon composition.

1.5 A SURVEY OF WOOD SMOKE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA

Dasch (1982) obtained size distribution data for wood burning

aerosols from a free standing fireplace. Using impactor sampling she

found that 83-90% of the aerosol mass passed a 0.56 p.m cut-point

impactor. Only a few percent of the aerosol was found above 2.5 p.m. The

aerosol was shown to have a mass median diameter of 0.17 p.mby using an

electrical aerosol analyzer.

Kamens et. al. (1983), using an electrical aerosol analyzer (EAA)

and an optical particle counter (OPC), showed that most wood smoke

particles fell in the 0.04-0.3 p.m size range although sometimes

significant particulate volume appeared in the 0.422-0.750 pm size

range. They also showed that high burn rates produced more small sized

particles than lower burn rates and that aging wood smoke over 4 hours

produced a sharp decline in particles in the 0.04-0.133 pm size range

and some decrease in particles around 0.133 p.m. The fact that OPC

volume did not decrease as rapidly as EAA volume suggested that the

shifting of both number and volume distributions to larger particle

sizes with aging was caused by coagulation. Bell et al. (1984) showed

that RWC particle volume distributions determined with an EAA for high

burn rate particles had a mode at about 0.08 pm and a slightly lesser

mode at about 0.15 p.m, while low burn rate particles had a single mode

at about 0.2 J.1.m.
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Radke et. a1. (1978) examined forest fire plumes, by aerial

sampling, for several prescribed forest fire burns in Washington State.

They used an EAA and OPC mounted in an aircraft. The first fire sampled

was a vigorously burning slash fire which was described as closely

resembling a wild fire. Its plume reached an altitude of 1800 meters.

The volume size distribution for this wood smoke aerosol was monomoda1

with essentially no particles greater than 1.5 p.m in diameter nor

smaller than 0.07 p.m. The mode of the distribution was about 0.3 p.m.

The second fire sampled was much cooler burning than the first. Its

plume was more diffuse and only rose to an altitude of 600 meters.

Particles sampled from this plume had a bimodal distribution, with one

mode occurring at 0.18 p.mand one at 0.9 p.m.Essentially no particles

had diameters smaller than 0.07 p.mnor greater than 1.5 p.m. The mass

median diameter was about 0.4 p.m. The most interesting feature for this

cool burning aerosol was that it was bimodal and that about 40% of the

aerosol mass was between 0.6 and 1.5 p.m. This bimodal distribution

might have resulted because organic vapors condensed both on nuclei

that were generated in the flame and on particles that had previously

existed in the combustion air.

Hester (1979) obtained an extensive series of aerosol samples from

forest slash and grass field burning plumes. He found that an average

of 81% of slash burning aerosol was less than 2.2 p.m in diameter.

Similar samples of grass burn aerosols were 71 to 80% below 2.2 p.m.

1.6 MEASUREMENT OF AMBIENT LEVELS RWC AIR POLLUTION

The methods used to estimate the impact of RWC can be divided into
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four main types: dispersion modeling, source inventory, receptor

modeling (Watson, 1979; Cooper and Watson, 1980; Kowalczyk et al., 1978;

Miller et al., 1972) and use of radioisotope tracers (carbon-14)

(Cooper et al., 1979; Currie, 1982). Of these methods source inventory

and dispersion modeling are not very useful because of the difficulty

in determining source locations, strengths and strength variations over

time for all RWC sources.

The Portland Aerosol Characterization Study (PACS) (Cooper et al.

1979b) was one of the first studies to use CMB methods to estimate the

contribution of biomass burning to ambient particulate levels. The

category biomass (vegetative material) was used because it was not

clear that sources such as residential wood burning, slash burning,

grass burning or backyard burning could be distinguished from one

another. In the PACS study Watson (1979) recognized that the

quantification of various biomass burning sources was difficult because

they do not have any exclusive elemental tracers and because their

source composition profiles were highly variable.

CMB analysis has been described by many authors (Gordon, 1980;

Dzubay, 1980; Friedlander, 1973; DeCesar and Cooper, 1982; Kowalczyk et

a1., 1978; Watson, 1979; Watson et a1., 1984). In this model the

aerosol at a receptor is assumed to be a linear combination of an

assumed group of sources. This is expressed by equation 2.1

C.1

n

E
j=l

AijSj
1.1

where Ci is the concentration of the ith chemical species at the
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receptor, Aij is the concentration of ith species in the aerosol from

the jth source. Sj is the mass contribution of the j source at the

receptor, and n number of sources. An equation of this form is

written for each chemical species measured giving a series of

simultaneous equations, which if there are at least as many species as

there are sources can be solved for the mass contributions from each

source. Because there are usually more species then there are

significant sources, the system is over-determined. Solving the system

of equations given by Eq. 1.1 can be done in two ways: ordinary least

squares or effective variance (Watson, 1979). In the ordinary least

squares solution it is assumed that the composition of the sources is

known exactly and that only the analytical uncertainty of ambient

aerosol composition needs to be considered. The weight given to any

tracer species is inversely proportional to the analytical error

associated with that species. In the effective variance solution both

the ambient aerosol and the source compositions are considered to have

uncertainties. Both compositions at least have similar analytical

errors. In addition the source compositions can also have uncertainties

due to process variability. This is a major factor contributing to RWC

particulate emissions uncertainty.

In CMB modeling when a pollution source consists of many

individual sources with widely different compositions contributing to

the group average, the uncertainty of source composition profile used

for CMB modeling should be the standard error of source measurements

using an adequately large group of source composition measurements that

includes the range of process variations in proportion to their
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frequency of occurrence, i.e. the uncertainty used should be the

standard deviation of the group composite composition rather than the

standard deviation of the sample group. The usual practice of using the

standard deviation of a small group of samples is not correct.

A further problem with chemical mass balance models occurs when

sources exist which have similar chemical composition profiles

(multicollinearity) (Henry, 1982). The reduction of source and ambient

uncertainties can slightly reduce multicollinearity effects, but

sources with very similar composition profiles (e.g., wood-stove

emissions, fireplace emissions, slash burning or backyard brush burning

emissions) might not be resolvable by CMB modeling. A mathematical

procedure (singular value decomposition) can be used to determine the

limit of the accuracy to which sources having similar chemical

composition profiles can be distinguished for a given set of sources

and uncertainties (Henry, 1984).

The critical assumptions in CMB modeling are that a unique set of

identifying properties, usually mass fractions of elemental tracer

species for each source of interest, exists and that these properties

are preserved during the atmospheric residence time of the aerosol

particles. For CMB modeling to be effective, the source composition

profiles used must represent aerosol particle compositions from these

sources as they exist at the receptor. To meet this requirement the

composition profiles of the particles leaving the receptor are at least

necessary. Source sampling using EPA Method 5 does not meet this

requirement because it interrupts the condensation and coagulation

processes occurring as combustion generated particles cool in the
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organic vapor rich atmosphere on the stack. For combustion sources,

sampling plumes that are cooled and diluted by ambient air more

realistically determine composition for particles as they exist in the

atmosphere (Gordon, 1980). For combustion-generated particles which

contain a significant amount of carbon, the quantification of both

organic and elemental carbon can improve CMB modeling results (Hering

et al., 1985). This is especially true for sources such as RWC which

contain no unique tracer species and in most cases only have very low

levels of elemental tracer species. For these sources the ratio of

organic to elemental carbon may be relatively unique and the

carbonaceous content might be much less variable than that of elemental

tracer species.

One final critical point in the determination of the carbon

composition of highly carbonaceous aerosol particles is the correct

speciation between organic and elemental carbon. The dividing line

between organic carbon and elemental carbon is not clearly defined and

may not have a precise definition, but in practice is determined by the

analytical procedures that attempt to make this separation.

There is today no agreement on the most effective analytical

method to determine aerosol particle organic and elemental carbon

composition (Stevens, 1982; Cadle and Groblicki, 1982, 1984; Japar et

al., 1984). An adjunct to this research has been an effort to improve

the thermo-optical carbon analysis procedure (Appendix 2).
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1.7 GOALS OF THIS RESEARCH

1. Determine the composition and size distribution of RWC aerosol

particles sampled from cooled diluted plumes.

2. Show that the explanation of carbon in residential area aerosol

samples using CMB modeling can be improved by using RWC source

composition profiles determined by source sampling from plumes that

have been cooled and diluted by ambient air.

3. Show that RWC emissions can be represented in CMB modeling by two

distinct composition profiles, cool burning and hot burning, and that

this procedure improves the explanation of carbon and trace element species.



CHAPTER TWO: EXPERIMENTALMETHODS

2.1 THE SAMPLING SYSTEM

This chapter describes the construction of the sampling system, the

experimental protocol and the aerosol particle composition analysis. The

same sampling system was used to collect both source and ambient aerosol

samples at a series of points over the particle size ranges spanned by

the sources. The sources examined were residential stove and fireplace

wood combustion, residential oil burning, and vehicular aerosols

collected from a highway tunnel. Almost all of the aerosol particles

from these sources had aerodynamic diameters less than 2.5 J.Lm.The

sampling system consisted of a set of single stage impactors which

sampled aerosol from a common plenum. Impactors were designed with cut

points at 10, 2.5, 1.2, 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1 J.Lm(Marple et al. 1974a,b,

1975). Samples consisted of particles that passed the impactors.

Impactor samplers were used in various combinations. Often impactor sets

included a sampler run without an impactor to sample "total" aerosol.

The 0.1 J.Lmimpactor was preceded by a 0.6 J.Lmimpactor to preclean the

sampled airstream.

The specific chemical compositions measured were carbon

composition, expressed as organic and elemental carbon and trace element

composition. Carbon was measured by using the thermo-optical carbon

analysis system developed at Oregon Graduate Center (OGC). Trace

elemental composition was measured by x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF).
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2.1.1 THE DETERMINATION OF ORGANICVAPOR ADSORPTION

An important sampling artifact that occurs when sampling

carbonaceous aerosols is organic vapor adsorption on to the glass or

quartz fiber sampling media (Schwartz et al.,198l; VanVaeck et

al. ,1984) . Unless a correction is made for this artifact a variable

addition to the measured organic carbon component of aerosol particles

results because during carbon analysis adsorbed vapor carbon cannot be

distinguished from particulate organic carbon. Organic vapor adsorption

can contribute up to 30 to 40% of the total organic carbon deposited on

an aerosol sampling filter.

This artifact has been noted by Duce (1978), Stevens et al. (1980),

Cadle et al. (1983), and McDow (1986). Cadle et al. showed that the

adsorbed carbon was not C02, but was likely to be a mixture of organic

compounds that can exist in the vapor phase at ambient temperatures.

They also noted that field blanks adsorbed about 28% as much organic

vapor as sampling filters, i.e. organic vapor adsorption occurs by

diffusion for filters that are not actually used for sampling. Further

evidence that the adsorbed artifact material was organic carbon was

obtained by noting that filters loaded only with adsorbed carbon turned

dark on heating due to the pyrolytic conversion of organic carbon to

elemental carbon.

In this research the magnitude of this artifact was determined by

measuring the organic vapor adsorption on quartz fiber filters (backup

filters) that were located behind Teflon filters when aerosols were

being sampled by the Teflon filters. In this arrangement the Teflon
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filter removed aerosol particles from the sampling stream, while the

vapor species passed through the Teflon filter and were adsorbed on the

quartz fiber filter. Vapor adsorption on Teflon filters was assumed to

be negligible or at least much smaller than it was on quartz fiber

filters (McDow, 1986). It was found that the collection of organic vapor

on backup filters was independent of the impactor behind which they were

used. Therefore usually only one back-up filter behind a Teflon filter

and one behind a quartz fiber filter were used per sampling experiment.

The quartz fiber backup filter used behind a quartz fiber front filter

determined the organic vapor collection efficiency on quartz fiber

filters.

2.1.2 FILTER MEDIA

Aerosol samples were collected on quartz fiber filters for carbon

analysis and on Teflon filters for XRF analysis. The collection of

particles on filters satisfies the requirement of both carbon and XRF

analysis that particulate material must be uniformly distributed over a

surface which has low blank levels for the species being measured. For

XRF analysis Teflon filters also satisfy the requirement that the

aerosol particles were uniformly collected on filter surfaces rather

than deposited within the filter medium.

For carbon sampling quartz fiber filters were preferable to glass

fiber filters because they can be heated to higher temperatures than

glass fiber filters to reduce carbon blank levels prior to sampling and

to insure that all the deposited carbon was removed from the filter

during analysis. It was noted in the analysis of a diesel emission
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sample collected on a glass fiber filter that even when the filter was

heated to near its melting point it was still gray, indicating that some

of the elemental carbon in the sample had not been removed by the

analysis procedure. Quartz fiber filters were heated to 800°C in a

muffle furnace for at least an hour to reduce blank levels. This

typically reduced blank levels to 0.5-0.7 jjg/cm2. Glass fiber filters

also exhibit a change in their light reflecting properties when the

filter material approaches its melting point which makes accurate

correction for pyro1ytic conversion of organic to elemental carbon

impossible.

Quartz fiber filters were more fragile than glass fiber filters and

therefore required careful handling in order to obtain useful sample

mass data. Also some brands of quartz fiber filters tended to adsorb

water and retained it even for long equilibration periods at low

humidity conditions. Fortunately most brands of quartz fiber filter

material equilibrated well over short time periods.

2.1.3 IMPACTOR SAMPLING

For an ideal single stage impactor all particles with aerodynamic

diameters larger than some design value (the cut point) are captured by

the impactor and all particles with aerodynamic diameters less than the

cut-point diameter remain in the flowstream passing the impactor.

Aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a spherical particle with a

density of 1 g/cm3 that will have the same Stokes settling velocity as

the actual particle being considered. Real impactors pass some particles
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which have diameters greater than the cut-point and capture some which

have diameters smaller than the cut-point. Both of these effects occur

because ideal impactor design conditions only apply in the central

section of the flowstream through the impactor where laminar flow is

well defined. At the margins of the flow stream conditions exist which

produce non-ideal conditions. Particles larger than the cut-point can

also elude capture by bouncing after hitting the impaction plate. Good

design keeps these undesirable effects to a minimum.

Samples collected in this research consisted of particles which

remained in the flowstream after passing the impactors. Aerosol mass

between two impactor cut-point values was determined by subtracting the

mass collected behind a given impactor from the mass collected behind

the impactor with the next largest cut-point. By using data from a

series of impactors in this way the size distribution of particulate

mass or the distribution of any other particulate property can be

determined. By subtracting the mass collected behind the 2.5 ~m impactor

from the mass collected by the "total" sampler (no impactor) a measure

of the aerosol mass above 2.5 I-'mwas obtained. Since using a "total"

sampler did not give information about the upper limit of the aerosol

size range a 10 I-'mimpactor was used at times to better define the upper

size limits of aerosol samples. This cut-point choice was used because

of the present EPA trend to use a 10 ~m upper limit cut-point standard

for aerosol particle sampling (i.e., PM10).

The sampling system was required to be reasonably portable, rugged

and useful in field situations. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic drawing of

the system. The sampling plenum was constructed using a 20 cm diameter,
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2 m long aluminum pipe. Air entering the plenum was moved by two

separate pumping systems, the bypass air system and the sampling system.

About two-thirds of the air entering the plenum was by-passed. The

remaining third was sampled. Even when sampling ambient aerosols for

periods of twenty four hours or longer the flow control system was

highly stable. Flow settings usually did not vary by more than 0.5 lpm

from the set value over these sampling times. This was in large part due

to the fact that most of the long ambient sampling runs were done in

locations (Portland residential area) where particulate loading was low

enough to prevent filters from becoming excessively loaded. In areas

where ambient particulate loading was high (Hillsboro) short sampling

times were usually used. The residence time of the sampled gas in the

plenum was about 0.6 min. The entry section of the plenum consisted of a

5 cm diameter flexible metal tube. This tube could be used directly as

an inlet or attached to other inlet extension tubes, i.e., for sampling

stoves and fireplaces while leaving the sampling system on the ground a

6 m, 7.5 cm diameter aluminum extension tube was used to reach up into

the plume coming from a chimney. Residence time in the extension tube

was 15 seconds. Aerosol losses to the tube walls by diffusion for 0.1 ~m

diameter particles were calculated to be about 2%. For sampling the

Earthstove the sampling system was moved onto the roof because the wood

stove chimney was located so that the long sampling pipe was not useful.

The sampling assemblies shown in Figure 2.2 were mounted in the far

end of the plenum away from the plenum inlet. Flow straighteners, 30 cm

long and 4 cm in diameter were mounted ahead of each sampling assembly.

These insured that a sYmmetrical laminar flow field entered each
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impactor. Flow conditions were such that the air entering the flow

straighteners was isokinetically sampled. The bypass flow system insured

that air in the plenum was well mixed and that all of the impactors were

sampling the same aerosol. Each impactor was mounted in a sampling

assembly as shown in Figure 2.2. A 12 cm tube separated the impactor

exit plane from the filter collection surface to insure that the aerosol

was uniformly distributed in the flow stream after going through the

impactor and would be uniformly deposited on the filter. The filter

holders were screwed into the sampling assemblies. Teflon tape was

wrapped around the screw threads to prevent air leakage around the

threads.

A statistical analysis of 38 aerosol mass sample pairs, where one

member of the pair was collected on Teflon and the other member was

collected on quartz, showed no significant differences at the 95%

confidence level. The largest relative mass differences usually occurred

for small sample masses where random mass errors, such as losing a small

piece of filter material, were comparable to the mass of material

sampled. An occasional problem which occurred when quartz backup filters

were used was that filter mass might transfer between the front and back

filters. This error was correctable when a series of backup filters were

used and the weight change of all filters used in the experiment was

measured.

Impactors could easily be removed from the sampling assembly for

cleaning and regreasing between test runs. All impaction stages, except

the 0.1 p.m impactor stage, were coated with Apiezon vacuum grease to

decrease particle bounce (Cheng and Yeh, 1979; Esmen et al.,1978).

diameter it was not necessary to grease the impaction stages. On the

other hand Hering (1978) found it useful to use oil impregnated, fritted

glass impaction surfaces for the stages with cut-points in the region of

0.1 p.mfor a low pressure impactor when calibrating with latex spheres.

This difference is probably explained by differences in adhesion and

bounce characteristics between latex spheres and traffic aerosols. For

most particles sampled in this research, especially those from cool RWC

which were largely composed of heavy tarry liquid, it would be expected

that they remain attached to the impaction plate _ Thp. 0 , urn ,."+ ,,.;........
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Berner and Lurzer (1980) found that for traffic aerosols <0.7 pm

diameter it was not necessary to grease the impaction stages. On the

other hand Hering (1978) found it useful to use oil impregnated, fritted

glass impaction surfaces for the stages with cut-points in the region of

0.1 pm for a low pressure impactor when calibrating with latex spheres.

This difference is probably explained by differences in adhesion and

bounce characteristics between latex spheres and traffic aerosols. For

most particles sampled in this research, especially those from cool RWC

which were largely composed of heavy tarry liquid, it would be expected

that they remain attached to the impaction plate. The 0.1 pm cut-point

impactor used an oiled fritted glass stage (Ace Glass, porosity E, 30

rom. diameter, catalog #7176-31) which was noted by Hering (1978) to be

especially effective at reducing particle bounce. High vacuum oil

(Santovac, vapor pressure 4 x 10-10 torr.) was used to oil the stage

to reduce particle bounce.

2.1.4 DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OF THE IMPACTORS

Impactors segregate particles by interaction of viscous and

inertial forces. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic drawing of an impactor.

The jet increases the velocity of the flow stream and the particles

within it so that particles which are acted upon by larger inertial

forces than viscous drag forces, i.e., particles whose aerodynamic

diameters are larger than the impactor cut-point, will impact on the

impaction plate. Particles for which viscous drag forces are higher than

inertial forces will remain in the flow stream. The impactor cut-point
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is defined as that particle diameter for which 50% of the particles are

caught by the impactor and 50% are passed. In a well designed impactor,

particles which are not very much larger than the cut-point will be 100%

captured by the impaction plate and particles which are not very much

smaller than the cut-point will be 100% passed.

Impactor performance can be described in terms of Stokes number

(Marple et. al., 1974) as shown by eq. 2.1.

Stk50 ----------- 2.1

Dp = particle aerodynamic diameter

v = jet velocity

W = jet diameter

C = Cunningham slip correction factor

~ = absolute viscosity of air

Table 2.1 gives a summary of the impactor design parameters. The

flow parameters in Table 2.1 were computed by treating air as an

incompressible fluid. This assumption begins to weaken for the 0.3 and

0.1 ~m impactors. For these impactors there was a non-negligible

pressure drop across the jet. Therefore in contrast to impactors

operating essentially with atmospheric pressure on both sides of the

jet, for these impactors, particles with smaller aerodynamic diameters



Table 2.1

Impactor Design Parameters

W = jet diameter

n =number of jets

Pl =pressure upstream of the jet

P2 =pressure downstream of the jet

RE =Reynolds number

QT = total flow through all the impactor jets
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Cut-point W n V PUPl Re QT

jJm. mm em/see Ipm

2.5 3.15 1 1755 1.00 3625 8.3

1.2 1.97 1 4500 0.99 5809 8.3

0.6 1.30 1 10430 0.94 8891 8.3

0.3 0.60 4 15700 0.89 6177 10.7

0.1 0.15 20 19300 0.78 1898 4.1
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than the cut-point can impact if the impactor was operated at the design

flows given in Table 2.1. This occurs because the lower than atmospheric

pressure downstream of the jet decreases viscous drag forces in this

region and thus decreases the forces that would turn the direction of

motion of particles to allow them to remain in the flow stream. To

adjust for this effect the impactor jet velocity and consequently the

flow through the impactor must be reduced. Reducing the jet velocity

decreases the inertial forces while not changing the viscous drag

forces. Experimental data from Kuhlmey et al. (1981), who designed an

etched hole 0.1 pm impactor, were used to determine the required flow

corrections. This was done by using the experimental data to determine

the relationship between the pressure behind the impactor and the square

root of the Stokes number at the impactor 50% cut-point. The square root

of the Stokes number is a decreasing linear function of the pressure

behind the impactor. An iterative solution of eq. 2.1 using the

experimentally determined flow rate and pressure behind the impactor was

used to determine the flow rate necessary to achieve the desired cut-

point. For the 0.3 pm impactor the flow required was 9.3 lpm at a

pressure of 58.2 cm Hg. For the 0.1 impactor the flow required was 3.0

lpm at 56 cm Hg.

The 2.5 and 1.2 pm impactors were calibrated by using (NH4)2S04

aerosol particles produced by a Berglund-Liu Monodisperse Aerosol

Generator (Model 3050). This instrument has a vibrating orifice which

generates a stream of uniform sized droplets. The droplets have a

predetermined solution concentration of (NH4)2S04 and form uniform sized

particles as the solution evaporates from the droplets. Particle
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concentration in the flow stream was measured by using a Royco (Model

#3050) optical particle counter. This instrument counts particles in the

size range from about 0.4 ~m to 10 ~m.

To calibrate the 2.5 and O.6 ~m impactors a monodisperse test

aerosol was generated for each impactor with an aerodynamic diameter

near impactor cut-point. The flow of this aerosol through the impactor

was then varied about the impactor design flow. This flow variation

calibration procedure allows impactor performance to be determined by

using one monodisperse aerosol rather than using a series of

monodisperse aerosols that would span the impactor cut-point. Aerosol

particle concentrations in the flow stream ahead and behind the impactor

were measured. The difference between these concentrations measured the

particles captured by the impactor. In sampling use the flow rate

through the impactor remains constant and the size of particles passing

through the impactor varies.

To calibrate the 0.3 and 0.6 ~m impactors 0.481 and 0.714 ~m latex

spheres were used, respectively as the calibration aerosol particles.

The 0.481 ~m particles where used to allow the use of the Royco particle

counter. Therefore for the 0.3 ~m impactor calibration lower than Table

3.2 design flows were used to scan the flow region where the cut-point

for the impactor would occur at 0.481 ~m. This procedure did not examine

the behavior of the impactor at its design flow but it did show that the

impactor operated according to theory. Figures 2.3-2.6 show that the

2.5, 1.2, 0.6 and 0.3 ~m impactors, perform as theory predicts, i.e.,

the 50% cut point occurred at a value of the square root of the Stokes

number in the vicinity of 0.475 and shape of the curves approximated a
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step function. Figures 2.3 to 2.6 also show qualitatively that particle

bounce was not excessive because particles not too much greater than the

cut-point size were essentially 100% captured. Since these calibration

curves look similar to curves in the literature their performance can be

assumed to be typical.

Calibration of the 0.1 ~m impactor was difficult because an

effective means of measuring the concentration of 0.1 ~m latex spheres

in an aerosol or deposited on a filter was not available. An electrical

aerosol analyzer would have been useful. Some attempts were made to

count aerosols deposited on a Nuclepore filter using scanning electron

microscopy. While test aerosol particles could be seen in micrographs

their image quality was not well enough defined for reliable counting.

2.2 SOURCE SAMPLING

2.2.1 WOOD STOVE HOT AND COOL BURNING TESTS

The literature which describes measurements of RWC emission factors

(Butcher and Buckley, 1977; Butcher, 1978; Butcher and Ellenbecker,

1982; Cooke et al. 1982; Hubble et al., 1982; Kowalczyk et al., 1982a;

Peters et al., 1982; Sandborn and Blanchet, 1982; Rudling and Ahling,

1982) and that which describes RWC particulate composition (Watson,1979;

Dasch, 1982; DeCesar and Cooper, 1982; and Stiles, 1983) demonstrate

large data variability due to variable combustion conditions. The

strategy of this research was to determine wood smoke composition at the

limits of the combustion conditions that were available for RWC, i. e.
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hot burning and cool burning, rather then examine wood smoke composition

for a great variety of burn conditions. Hot burning was defined as

flaming, turbulent combustion with an ample supply of air. Cool burning

was defined as air-starved combustion with or without smoky orange

flames. These limits were found to encompass fireplace burning and

forestry slash burning as well. This strategy reduced data variation to

a minimum.

Typically residential wood burning consists of damper open or

partially open operation during start-up and during times of high heat

demand and damper closed or mostly closed operation during the majority

of the stove operating time, especially during sleeping hours.

Discussions with many stove owners have established that especially

those who burn their stoves continuously were concerned about not

letting the fire go out at night and thus used large fuel loads and

burned with the damper closed. A feature of air-tight stoves that is

promoted in advertising is that they can be filled with a large fuel

load and will run unattended for many hours.

Wood burning tests were conducted mainly with a common box type,

air-tight stove (Earthstove) installed in a residence. The fire was

started with kindling wood and 2-4 pieces of well-seasoned split logs.

Hot burning was established when two to four split logs were burned with

the damper open on a bed of glowing coals such that the combustion was

flaming and turbulent. To establish hot burning conditions, it was

necessary to limit the fuel loading so that the amount of wood surface

available for burning was not too large for the amount of air being

supplied by the draft system. If a large amount of wood is loaded into a
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stove and especially if the wood piece size is small, then the amount of

wood surface available for burning will be too large for the available

draft. This can cause air-starved combustion to occur even with the

damper fully open. This type of combustion can be flaming and have

reasonably high flue gas temperatures, but the plume will be very smoky.

Hot burning, as defined here, also required that the plume was

essentially invisible. Although there was some variability in hot burn

conditions, they were always very different from cool burn conditions.

Cool burn conditions were established by burning with the damper

closed. This type of burning was always marked by a very visible

blue-gray plume. For the Earthstove there was enough air leakage into

the stove such that air-starved combustion was possible with the damper

closed. For some stoves tested the fire would go out if the damper was

completely closed so that it was necessary to leave the damper slightly

open during cool burning.

Tests were run on both hardwood and softwood. The most commonly

used softwood in the sampling area was Douglas fir. This was used for

all softwood burns. Two types of hardwood, alder and oak, were used. No

significant differences were noted between alder and oak RWC emission

compositions. Since RWC emission compostion depends so strongly on burn

conditions, which were not highly controllable with the experimental

procedures used, it was not possible to determine significant emission

composition differences due to wood type. Wood moisture was also not

examined as an experimental variable. Survey data has shown most wood

burners use seasoned wood (Cummings, 1982). All wood burned was well-

seasoned and could be assumed to have a moisture content of 10-20%. This
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was verified by measurements made on one occasion which showed wood

moisture to be 12-15%.

Sampling was started after the stove had burned for 30 minutes with

the damper open. Wood was added as needed to maintain an approximately

constant (1/4 full) fuel load in the stove. These tests simulated wood

stoves in constant heat output operation. After a ten minute wait

following the addition of wood, sampling was conducted for about 20

minutes. This permitted enough aerosol mass to be collected for accurate

mass determination and yet not too much to reduce flow through filters

or to overload the carbon analyzer. In a typical sampling run the

sampler was located on the roof near the chimney, and the inlet of the

sampling line was directed into the plume at about 1-3 m from the

chimney. Usually during sampling there was enough wind so that the plume

traveled essentially horizontally from the chimney. Measurement of C02

concentrations in the flue gas and in the sampled, diluted flue gas

showed that the flue gas had been diluted by a factor of 50 to 100 by

the ambient air. No account was taken of aerosols that were in ambient

air since the mass loading of the ambient air was usually about 20 ~g/m3

and the mass loading of the diluted flue gas was almost always more than

1000 ~g/m3 and usually in the range of 5000 to 10,000 ~g/m3. The

transition from hot burning to cool burning was accomplished by closing

the damper and waiting 10 minutes to establish steady state conditions.

2.2.2 OTHER STOVE TESTS

Tests similar to the Earthstove test were run on three other stoves
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this research. A sampling period of one hour was necessary to acquire a

suitable amount of particulate material.

2.2.5 AUTOMOTIVE TUNNEL TEST

Motor vehicle emission aerosol was sampled from a port in the

ceiling of a one way, two lane, heavily traveled highway tunnel. The

port was located 100 m. from the entrance (East) end of the tunnel. The

tunnel was 270 m. long and had a slight uphill grade. Traffic through

the tunnel was mixed auto and truck traffic and traveled at about 50

mph. Ventilation to the tunnel was provided by natural drafts and was

sufficient to maintain relatively low particulate loadings (23-39

~g/m3) .

2.2.6 DIESELAUTOMOBILETEST

Three test runs were made were made on a 1973, Mercedes 300D diesel

automobile, and samples were collected on quartz fiber, glass fiber, and

Teflon filter material. Samples were taken from the exhaust plume, about

2 m. from the tail pipe exit. The engine was warm and running at an

idle. Five minute sampling times provided a large amount of sample. A

similar test run on a 1981 Subaru gasoline engine automobile for one

hour provided no visible deposit and no measurable carbon deposit.
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2.2.7 SLASHBURNING DATA FOR FLAMING AND SMOLDERINGBURNS

A small set of flaming and smoldering forest slash burn aerosol

samples were obtained from the Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality. These samples were collected, after the combustion aerosol had

been cooled and diluted by the atmosphere, by suspending a sampler on a

cable over a slash burn area. The samples were analyzed for organic and

elemental carbon to examine their similarity with hot and cool burn

residential wood smoke. These data showed similar characteristics to hot

and cool RWC burning and will be discussed in Chapter 6.

2.3. AMBIENT SAMPLING

2.3.1 PORTLANDRESIDENTIAL AREA AMBIENT SAMPLING

Ambient aerosol sampling was done in a southwest residential area

of Portland. The sampling site was about 5 km from downtown Portland and

was within 1/2 km of several major highways. It was at a higher altitude

than most of the surrounding area to the north, east and south. During

the winter about 10% of houses emitted visible blue-gray smoke plumes

typical of wood burning.

2.3.2 HILLSBORO AMBIENT SAMPLING

Hillsboro is a city of 30,000 population located about 30 km west

of Portland. It is mainly a residential area of lower and middle income

residents. Fuel wood is readily available, and residential wood burning
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is very common. Many wood smoke plumes were visible during the heating

season. The area has no significant industrial aerosol pollution

sources. Transportation, residential wood burning and distillate oil

burning were the major sources of fine aerosol pollution.

2.4 AEROSOL ANALYSIS

2.4.1 GRAVIMETRIC DATA

All aerosol mass data were determined by using a Cahn Model 25

E1ectroba1ance. This balance, which had a digital readout, was operated

on the 200 mg scale so that mass data could be read to the nearest 0.01

mg. Greater precision could be obtained by using counter weights, but

the general inaccuracies associated with filter weighing did not justify

the additional effort required. Filters usually weighed in the range of

60 to 100 mg and aerosol mass weights ranged from less than a milligram

to several milligrams. The scale was housed in a constant humidity

(relative humidity = 15-20%) clean air chamber where the air was

supplied by a Aadco Model 737 High Volume Pure Air Generator which

supplied air with less than 5 ppb of hydrocarbons and less than 300 ppb

of carbon dioxide. Filters were stored in this chamber prior to

weighing. After sampling the filters were returned to the chamber and

allowed to equilibrate with the chamber atmosphere before being weighed.

The time period for equilibration was determined by noting how long it

took a field blank to equilibrate to its initial weight. Usually one

hour was sufficient. Glass fiber and Teflon field blank filters would
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equilibrate very closely to their original weight. Pallflex QAOT quartz

fiber field blank filters; however, tenaciously held sorbed water and

would not equilibrate to their initial weight even after over 24 hour

equilibration periods. They were not useful for precision weighing.

Pal1flex QAST, Microfiltration and Gelman quartz fiber filters were

found to equilibrate well and were used for most of the research

program.

2.4.2 CARBON ANALYSIS

2.4.2.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF THE THERMO-OPTICAL CARBON ANALYSIS

SYSTEM

The carbon analysis system used was a unique thermal oxidation

system developed at the Oregon Graduate Center (Johnson et a1., 1981;

Huntzicker et a1., 1982). This system differs from other thermal

oxidation systems because it corrects for the pyrolytic conversion of

organic carbon to elemental carbon (charring) during the analysis

process. The pyrolytic conversion correction was made by continuously

monitoring the filter reflectance during the analysis process. As the

organic analysis progresses, the filter becomes darker as organic carbon

is pyrolytically converted to elemental carbon. When 02 is introduced

into the carrier gas stream elemental carbon was oxidized and the filter

becomes lighter. The correction for pyrolytic conversion of organic

carbon to elemental carbon was taken to be the amount of elemental

carbon oxidation necessary to return the filter reflectance to its
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initial value, i.e., before pyrolytic conversion of organic to elemental

carbon occurred.

Figure 2.7 shows a schematic diagram of the thermo-optical carbon

analysis system. The system consists of temperature controlled ovens,

flow controllers, a flame ionization detector (FID), a pyrolysis

correction system, and a data processing system all automatically

controlled by a Commodore-64 computer.

The sample oven and the Mn02 oven were constructed from a single

quartz tube. These ovens had separate heaters, each controlled by a

temperature controller. The temperature in the sample oven was under

computer control and could be programmed as a function of time. The

temperatures in the Mn02 oven (lOOO°C) and the methanator (500°C) were

maintained at a constant values.

The pyrolytic conversion correction system consisted of an optical

quality quartz rod going through the center of the Mn02 oven which

conducted light from a HeiNe laser into the sample oven to illuminate

the sample surface. Reflected laser light from the sample was conducted

back down the quartz rod to a photodetector. A narrow bandpass

interference filter ahead of the photodetector discriminated against

oven glow. Light was conducted from the laser to the quartz rod and from

the quartz rod to the photodetector by a fiber optic light pipe. Gas

flow to the oven was controlled by (1) a system of manually set

rotameters and precision valves, and (2) three multi-port power driven

Carle chromatography valves under control of the computer. The carrier

gas stream was composed of three components: the main helium stream, a

10% 02, 90% He stream and a stream of He equal in flow rate to the 10%
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02, 90% He stream. The two minor streams were switched back and forth

into the main stream to provide either a pure helium or a He/02

atmosphere in the oven. Other gas streams were hydrogen and air to

operate the FID and calibration gas. A 1 ml loop and a Carle valve were

used to inject CH4 into the carrier stream upstream of the oven during

each sample analysis for the purpose of calibration. A backflow stream

(10% of the initial carrier stream) exited the left (external end) of

the oven to purge ambient air that remained when the oven had been open

up. The backflow stream rejoined the carrier stream just ahead of the

FID so that all the calibration gas carried by the backflow stream was

always measured by the FID.

Carbon analysis of an aerosol sample was begun by placing one or

more filter disks (usually 4 with area of 0.25 cm2 each) into a quartz

boat which was slid into the temperature-controlled oven at a precise

time after the computer-controlled analysis program was started. The

sample was heated in an atmosphere of He at several temperature steps,

usually 300, 450 and 650°C to vaporize organic carbon. The step heating

program was used to minimize the pyrolytic conversion of organic carbon

to elemental carbon. Then the atmosphere in the sample heating oven was

changed to 1-2% °2/98% helium to oxidize elemental carbon. The carbon

vaporized from the sample traveled with the carrier gas stream through

the Mn02 oven. Here all carbon species were oxidized into C02. Following

this the stream went through the methanator which consisted of a heated

bed of nickel catalyst on powdered firebrick. Here the C02 was converted

to methane. These various conversions were required because the FID has

a very high sensitivity to methane and varying sensitivities to many of
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the carbon species than have been found in atmospheric aerosol

particles. The output signal from the FID, which was proportional to the

carbon concentration in the carrier stream, was integrated by the

computer to generate aerosol carbon concentration data. Besides

controlling the system during analysis, the computer also generated a

graph of FID output, photodetector output and oven temperature and

printed these data to disk storage and to a plotter.

Figure 2.8 shows the thermo-optical carbon analysis system output

for a cool burn RWC aerosol and Figure 2.9 shows the output for a hot

burn RWC aerosol. The bottom curve shows the FID output, the middle

curve shows the photodetector output and the top curve shows the oven

temperature all as a function of time. The photodetector signal starts

at an initial value and decreases as organic material on the filter is

pyrolytically converted (by charring) to elemental carbon. When 02 is

introduced, the filter becomes lighter and eventually white as all the

elemental carbon is removed by oxidation. Also as 02 is introduced the

FID output increases as elemental carbon is removed from the sample. A

horizontal line drawn from the initial point on the laser output line

again intersects the laser output line where the laser output equals

it's initial output. A vertical line drawn down from this point

intersects the FID output curve at the split-point between organic and

elemental carbon. All carbon (integrated area under the FID output

curve) to the left of this point is assumed to be original organic

carbon, and all carbon to the right of this point is assumed to be

original elemental carbon. The carbon represented by the area under the

FID output curve from the position under the point where the laser
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Figure 2.8. Typical thermo-optical carbon analyzer output for
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signal starts increasing when 02 was introduced to the split point is

original organic carbon that was pyrolytically converted to elemental

carbon. This amount of carbon would have been wrongly classified if the

pyrolysis correction was not made. Figure 2.8 shows that for a cool burn

RWC aerosol a large amount of organic carbon was removed from the sample

by the initial heating and that the amount of pyrolytic conversion was a

large fraction of the total amount of carbon measured. This measured

amount of elemental carbon was an upper limit estimate of elemental

carbon because the laser light is absorbed both by the black elemental

carbon and the colored (tan) organic matter. For cool burn particulate

material the possible presence of elemental carbon might be indicated by

a gray cast over the tan color of the material. For samples of this type

solvent extraction and reanalysis by thermo-optical carbon analysis

indicated that real original elemental carbon was about l% rather than

the 5% indicated by the first analysis. Figure 2.9 shows that for a hot

burn RWC sample the filter was very black to begin with (indicated by

the low initial laser value). The laser signal shows very little

evidence of pyrolysis and the indicated amount of organic carbon that

was pyrolytically converted to elemental carbon was a small fraction of

the total carbon measured. Fifty-nine percent of the carbon in this

sample was elemental carbon.

2.4.2.2 MODIFICATIONSOF THE THERMO-OPTICAL CARBON ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Prior to beginning the analytical phase of this work, the carbon

analyzer was redesigned and rebuilt. The modifications incorporated are
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described in Appendix 2. This new instrument and the improvements

incorporated in it contributed to the quality of carbon data obtained in

this research.

2.4.2.3 CARBON ANALYSIS SYSTEM VALIDATION

The objective of the thermo-optical carbon analysis system was to

accurately determine the total, organic and elemental carbon in any

aerosol sample. The determination of total carbon required only that all

of the carbon was removed from the sample, delivered to the FID

detection system in the form of methane and that this methane was

correctly measured. Organic and elemental carbon determination re9uired

that the split point between organic and elemental carbon be correctly

determined.

The accuracies of all carbon determinations depend on the accuracy

with which carbon species are removed from the sample, converted to C02,

converted to CH4' delivered to the FID, converted to an electrical

signal and the accuracy with which this signal is integrated and

calibrated to determine the amount of carbon species. The major source

of uncertainty in this process results from uncertainties in

calibration. In the thermo-optical carbon analysis system an internal

standard was supplied during every analysis. It consisted of an

injection of a known amount of methane into the carrier stream and

measuring the instrument response. The source of uncertainty in this

process results from uncertainty in the determination of the mass of

methane injected. This uncertainty in turn results from three sources:
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uncertainty in the volume of the calibration gas loop and the associated

attachment lines; uncertainty in the methane concentration of the

commercially supplied calibration gas; and uncertainty resulting from

variations in ambient atmospheric pressure which determines the gas

pressure in the calibration loop. The accuracy of the loop volume was

specified by the manufacturer to be Il-2%. The loop volume includes the

actual loop volume, the internal valve volume and the volume of 1 inch

lengths of the attaching lines. Uncertainty in the methane concentration

of the calibration gas was according to the manufacturer I3-5%.

Uncertainty due to atmospheric pressure variations are less than I1%.

Therefore the total uncertainty of the calibration gas injections was

less than I6%. Precision was about 2%.

Primary calibrations of the system were done with external sugar

(sucrose) and potassium hydrogen phthalate standards. Solutions were

made up to contain a known mass of standard per unit volume of solution.

Primary calibrations were done by analyzing a known volume of

calibration solution on a clean filter. Repeated primary calibrations

have been done with a standard deviation of 5%. Results of replicate

analysis of a large data set have indicated that standard error in

precision for total carbon analysis was 6.2%.

The system has demonstrated the ability to analyze the carbon in

substances that contained only organic carbon, i.e. sugar and a variety

of other organics as essentially 100% organic carbon. Carbon blacks

which were almost 100% elemental carbon were analyzed as at least 98%

elemental carbon. These demonstrations verify that the system can

correctly characterize pure organic or elemental carbon substances.
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carrier stream, the analysis was stopped. At this point a known amount

of carbon had been removed from the sample and the remaining carbon had

been pyro1ytica11y converted to elemental carbon. Thus the amount of

elemental carbon in the sample was known. A known amount of sugar was

then added to the sample and the sample was then reanalyzed as a new

sample. For this new sample where both the organic and elemental carbon

components were known the analysis produced the expected organic and

elemental carbon values. This experiment supports the hypotheses that

for non-colored organic carbon species the thermo-optical carbon

analysis system can correctly make the organic/elemental carbon split.

A totally rigorous examination of the split point question would

require the examination of a variety of aerosol organic and elemental

carbon combinations where the split point is known. The difficulty with

this approach is that for real aerosols the split between organic and

elemental carbon is not known g priori and in fact cannot be accurately

determined.

2.4.3 X-RAY FLUORESCENCEANALYSIS (XRF)

Trace elemental analyses of source and ambient filters were done

using XRF (Giaque, 1974). This method was useful to identify up to 32

trace elemental species in aerosols. It required no sample preparation

and was non-destructive. Some of the XRF analyses were done using the

Oregon Graduate Center Ortec TEFA instrument; however, majority of the

analyseswere done by NEA Laboratoriesusing an Ortec TEFA-3 instrument.





Table 3.1

Effect of Vapor Carbon Correction on Residential Wood

Smoke Aerosol Composition

OC = organic carbon (particulate and vapor organic carbon)

VOC= adsorbed organic vapor

TC = total carbon

K = aerosol mass
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With Correction Without Correction
Cut Pt. OC VOC

m. g/cm2 OC/K TCIK OC/K TCIK
" " " "

0.3 8.3 4.8 13 53 31 72
0.6 9.6 4.8 15 57 29 71
2.5 9.7 4.8 20 60 29 74

0.3 30.6 5.2 51 56 61 67
0.6 32.8 5.2 49 54 58 64
2.5 49.4 5.2 54 59 60 65

0.3 127.7 6.4 57 59 60 62
0.6 106.2 6.4 54 57 58 60
2.5 189.0 6.4 54 56 55 58
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third column (VOC) gives the organic vapor that was adsorbed on the

particle collecting quartz fiber filter as determined by a quartz fiber

filter sampled behind a Teflon filter.

The correction was done by subtracting the organic carbon loading

(jjgjcm2) that was obtained on a quartz fiber filter sampled behind a

Teflon filter from the organic carbon loading on aerosol sampling

filters. The quartz fiber filter run behind a Teflon filter was assumed

to have the same adsorbed vapor loading as quartz fiber filters sampling

aerosols, but of course no aerosol loading because the particles were

removed from the sampled gas stream by the Teflon filter. Although

Teflon filters adsorb much less organic vapor than quartz fiber filters

some organic vapor adsorption on Teflon filters has been measured

(McDow, 1986). Therefore the organic vapor correction made by the method

described must be viewed as a lower limit for organic vapor adsorption

on quartz fiber aerosol sampling filters.

Table 3.1 shows three groups of samples: lightly loaded, moderately

loaded, and heavily loaded. The amount of adsorbed organic vapor

increased only slightly as particulate loading increased by an order of

magnitude. Sampling times for these data sets were the same. The first

data set came from a hot burning wood stove test where both the

particulate loading and organic vapor loading in the flue gas were low.

The second and third data sets came from damper-closed wood smoke

the same. The effect of organic vapor correction is shown by comparing

sampling tests which had successively higher organic vapor and

particulate loadings. Organic vapor adsorption was not a function of

impactor cut-point as long as the flow rate through each impactor was
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the fourth and sixth or fifth and seventh columns. The effect of organic

vapor adsorption on particulate carbon composition can be observed by

comparing the three data sets. The first data set, where the organic

carbon loading on the filter was very low, shows that the error effect

was most severe with light organic carbon loadings. For this case a

factor of two difference occurs. For the heaviest loaded filters the

adsorbed vapor correction accounts for differences of about 5%.

Table 3.1 shows that neglecting to account for organic vapor

adsorption can result in over estimating carbon mass fraction values

both in source and ambient aerosol composition data, especially for data

based on small samples. These errors can exceed 40% of the total carbon

loading on a filter. In this research the magnitude of organic vapor

adsorption has been determined for all samples and subtracted from the

sample's measured organic carbon loading.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show adsorbed organic vapor as a percent of

total organic carbon loading (adsorption ratio) plotted as a function of

total carbon deposited per unit area on quartz fiber filters for hot and

cool wood stove burning, respectively. These figures show that the

adsorption ratio decreases sharply as total carbon loading increases

indicating that vapor adsorption was non-linear, i.e., adsorption was

high on clean filters but approached a saturation value as filter

loading increased.

Up to this point all organic vapor adsorption data presented have

been collected from aerosol sampling experiments that were run at the

same flow velocity through the sampling filter (20 cm/sec). McDow (1986)

has shown that organic vapor adsorption was a function of flowstream
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velocity through the sampling filter. Since the filters sampled behind

the 0.1 ~m impactor were run at a sampling velocity of 7 cm/sec, organic

vapor adsorption data were also determined at this lower sampling

velocity. These data show that, comparing 7 cm/sec and 20 cm/sec

sampling velocities, organic vapor adsorption on quartz fiber filters

was 53~13% (N-12) as great for sampling behind quartz fiber filters and

49~11% (N-19) as great for sampling behind Teflon filters.

For source samples, organic vapor loadings on quartz fiber filters

behind Teflon filters had a maximum range of 1 to 9 ~g/cm2, but most of

the organic vapor loading data were in the range of 4 to 7 ~g/cm2. Total

aerosol carbon plus adsorbed organic vapor loadings for all source tests

ranged from 3.7 to 359 ~g/cm2, Longer sampling times or sampling from

gas streams that had high organic vapor concentrations appeared to

result in higher adsorbed organic vapor loadings. Average organic vapor

adsorption was 6.8~2.4 ~g/cm2 for cool wood stove burning samples and

4.4~1.8 ~g/cm2 for hot wood stove burning samples. Since the sampling

times were the same for hot and cool burning tests, the higher

adsorption loadings noted for cool burn samples probably resulted

because cool burn flue gases were richer in organic vapor than hot burn

flue gases. Cool burning appears to be mainly a destructive distillation

process which produces large amounts of organic vapors that escape the

combustion zone because temperature, combustion air supply and

turbulence are too low to convert these vapors to C02, CO. or EC

particles. In contrast during hot burning the temperature, combustion

air supply and turbulence are high enough to convert most of the organic

vapors produced to C02, CO, or EC. EC particles are produced in a
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reducing atmosphere and will be subsequently burned to CO or C02 if they

enter an oxidizing atmosphere that is sufficiently hot.

The carbon composition of hot and cool burn aerosols gives evidence

of the organic vapor concentrations in the respective flue gases. The

carbon concentration in hot burn aerosol particles was usually greater

than 50% elemental carbon and in some cases was as high as 80% elemental

carbon. Elemental carbon must be generated in flames. Therefore these

particles could either acquire their complement of organic carbon within

flames or by condensation as they cooled in the flue gas. But since the

organic carbon fraction of hot burn aerosols was low, these particles

did not acquire any appreciable organic carbon during their residence

time in the flue gas. Therefore there must not have been much organic

vapor available in the flue gas to allow organic vapor condensation on

these particles, i.e. organic vapor concentrations in hot burn flue

gases must have been low. In contrast the carbon content of cool burn

aerosols was usually more than 90% organic. These aerosols were probably

formed primarily by condensational growth on existing particles in

organic vapor rich flue gas atmospheres.

For fireplace samples average adsorbed organic vapor was 7.7~2

pg/cm2. This value was similar to the value obtained for cool burning

wood stoves. The composition of fireplace emissions also tended to be

similar to cool burning wood stove emissions.

For residential oil furnace samples organic vapor adsorption was

4.3~1 pg/cm2. This rather low value resulted even though the sampling

time for this source was three times as long (one hour) as for wood

stove sampling. This indicates, similarly to hot RWC flue gases, that
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very low adsorbable organic vapor concentrations existed in residential

oil burning flue gases.

For tunnel samples organic vapor adsorption on quartz fiber

filters was 7.l~0.6 ~g/cm2. For ambient samples from a Portland

residential area the organic vapor loading was 6.4~1.5 ~g/cm2. Similar

values were obtained (for 20 minute sampling times) for cool burning

wood stove and fireplace source sampling. These similar values indicate

that either for source sampling for short periods of time in high

organic vapor atmospheres or for long sampling times in lower organic

vapor atmospheres, adsorbed organic vapor on quartz filters will

approach a saturation value. Generally organic vapor adsorption

increased with increasing organic carbon loading on filters and with

increasing sampling time.

Some further understanding of organic vapor adsorption can be

gained by considering the relationship between organic vapor adsorption

on a quartz fiber filter sampling behind a Teflon filter and one

sampling behind a quartz fiber filter. In the case of two quartz fiber

filters adsorbing organic vapor in series, the second filter adsorbs

less organic vapor than the first because the adsorbable vapor in the

sampling stream has been depleted by the organic vapor adsorption on the

first filter.

Table 3.2 shows the ratios of adsorbed carbon on quartz fiber

filters sampled behind quartz fiber filters to the adsorbed carbon on

quartz fiber filters sampled behind Teflon filters for the sources

studied. Both longer sampling times and richer organic vapor loading in

the sampling stream tend to drive the ratio to one.



Table 3.2

Orqanic Carbon Vapor Adsorption on Quartz Filters

* Ratio of the adsorbed vapor carbon of a filter sampled
behind a quartz filter to to the adsorbed vapor carbon on
a filter sampled behind a Teflon filter.

** Uncertainties are standard error of the mean.
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Source Sampling Time Quartz/Teflon
(hrs) Adsorption Ratio

I I

Cool burning stove 1/3 O. 71:!:0.03**

Bot burning stove 1/3 0.50tO.06

Fireplace 1/3 0.64tO.06

Oil furnace 1 0.34tO.04

Auto tunnel 24 0.68:!:0.01
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3.1.2 SOURCE AEROSOL DISTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITION DATA

Carbon was the most abundant element composing the source aerosols

studied in this research. Therefore accurate carbon composition data,

including organic and elemental compositions, along with the usual trace

element concentrations can improve the CMB modeling accuracy of these

sources. In addition aerosol size distribution information can aid in

understanding particle behavior in the atmosphere and it can improve CMB

source resolution where sources of very similar composition exist in

different parts of the aerosol size range.

Mass, carbon, and trace element size distribution data will be

presented. In cases where aerosol carbon or trace elemental composition

was not a function of aerosol size, the mass, carbon and trace elemental

distributions were very similar. This is a necessary consequence when

aerosol composition is independent of aerosol size.

The source EC/TC values will also be presented. For cool burning

RWC particles the ratio was about 0.05, while for hot burning RWC

particles it was in the range of 0.5 to 0.8. For motor vehicle emission

aerosols the ratio was in the range of 0.3 to 0.35. Ambient aerosols

which were dominated by a particular source would be expected to have

EC/TC ratios near the value for that source.

Aerosol composition data will be given for total aerosols and for

aerosols collected behind impactors. For the latter the data represent

average properties for aerosols with aerodynamic diameters less than the

impactor 50% cut-point.
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mainly a function of the availability of combustion air but might have

been to a lesser degree also a function of wood type, wood size, wood

moisture level and the previous history of the fire.

Hot burn conditions were established when: the stove was hot, the

fire was flaming on a bed of glowing coals, the damper was open, and the

amount of wood burning was not too large for the available draft. This

condition was characterized by bright yellow turbulent flames. For hot

burning in the Earthstove the temperature at the entrance of the flue

was 600~100°C. During hot burning the smoke plume leaving the chimney

was practically invisible because the particles were too small to

scatter light efficiently. The particles deposited on filters were black

in color and had a mild, acrid smell rather than the strong typical wood

smoke smell associated with cool burning particulate matter. Hot burn

particles were from 25 to 55% carbon and this carbon was up to 80%

elemental carbon.

Cool burning was established by closing the damper. Th~s caused the

flames to become smaller, orange and smoky. During cool burning the

temperature at the Earthstove flue entrance was 250~50°C. The smoke

plume leaving the chimney was very visible and had the blue-gray color

typically associated with wood burning. The aerosol mass concentration

in cool burn plumes was on the average 4.8 times greater than in hot

burn plumes. Cool burn aerosol particles deposited on filters were tan

or yellow in color with sometimes a slight gray cast. These particles

were composed of from 55 to 65% carbon, and the carbon was almost

entirely organic. Because in thermo-optical carbon analysis the tan

color of these aerosols was interpreted to some degree as original
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elemental carbon, the elemental carbon measurement of tan cool burning

aerosol particles was an upper limit to the true elemental carbon

content of these particles. To provide a better estimate of the true

elemental carbon value, a filter from a cool burn was gently (to

minimize removal of particulate elemental carbon) extracted in CH2C12 to

remove most of the tan color (extractable organic carbon). Prior to the

extraction the measured elemental carbon content was 6% of total carbon.

After the extraction it was about 1% of the initial total carbon. Thus,

cool burn aerosol particles actually contain very little elemental

carbon; however, some small amount of elemental carbon probably does

form in the charcoal burning phase of cool wood combustion. Such

elemental carbon particles could serve as condensation nuclei for

organic vapor condensation.

Tables 3.3A-B show the mass distributions for set (A) and (B)

residential wood smoke aerosols, respectively. Figure 3.3 presents these

data graphically for set (A) and Figures 3.4A-D present these data

graphically for set (B). Note that in all log distribution graphs like

Figures 3.4A-D it is assumed that there are no particles <0.05 pm. It is

further assumed that there is negligible particulate material <10 pm so

that aerosol collected with no impactor can be treated as if it had been

collected behind a 10 pm cut-point impactor. These assumptions are made

for the convenience of plotting log distribution graphs and at most only

slightly modify the appearance of these graphs. For Table 3.3A the

percentages were based on the mass passing the 2.5 pm impactor while for

Table 3.3B the percentages were based on the aerosol mass collected

without an impactor located ahead of the filter in the sampling stream.
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aerosol particle distribution effect occurs only in cool burning flue

gases where the concentrations of condensable vapors were high, and did

not occur in hot burn flue gases where the concentrations of condensable

vapors were low, supports the hypothesis that the effect involves

condensation mechanisms.

Hot burning and cool burning are essentially different processes

which occur on either end of the range of RWC combustion possibilities.

In hot burning large bright flames produce comparatively large amounts

of elemental carbon. If temperature, oxidizer concentration and

turbulence is high enough as in commercial hog fuel boilers even the

elemental carbon particles produced in the flames will be oxidized to CO

and C02. Usually this is not the case for RWC. Cool burning is mainly a

pyrolysis process where wood is changed into vapor organics and

charcoal. The burning of the charcoal might be the main process which

produces elemental carbon particles in cool burning.

Wood type did not have a large effect on the mass distribution.

Hardwood burning aerosol mass was not as concentrated in the very

smallest particle size range as was softwood aerosol mass, but usually

it had more mass in the next to the smallest size range. This effect

occurred for both hot and cool burning.

Tables 3.4A and Figures 3.5A-D show hot and cool burning

residential wood stove aerosol particle carbon distributions from set

(A) experiments as a function of particle diameter for organic,

elemental and total carbon. The percentages in Table 3.4A are based on

the carbon passing the 2.5 pm impactor. Table 3.4B and Figures 3.6A-D

show carbon distributions for set (B) data. The percentages in Table



Table 3.4A

Average Wood Stove Aerosol Carbon Distribution

(% carbon passing 2.5 ~m. impactor)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Size (jJm) Damper open Damper Closed

Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood
(N=3) (N=2) (N=3) (N=2)

Organic Carbon

<0.3 70t9 46:UO 52t1 58t1

0.3-0.6 18t10 39t1 5t3 3t1

0.6-2.5 12t6 15t10 43:t3 39t1

Elemental Carbon

<0.3 67t3 49t4 51t6 61t21

0.3-0.6 25t3 42t1 18t1 16t13

0.6-2.5 8t1 9t4 31t5 23t8

Total Carbon

<0.3 65:!:2 50:!:6 53t1 58:!:1

0.3-0.6 24t4 40tO 5t3 4t2

0.6-2.5 llt4 10t6 42t3 38t1
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Table 3.4B

Average Wood Stove Aerosol Carbon Distribution

(% of carbon in the total aerosol)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Size m Damper open Damper Closed

Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood

(N=6) (N=7) (n=7) (N=7)

Organic Carbon

<0.3 36t11 48t9 33%6 32t

0.3-1.2 40t10 44t8 50t7 54t6

>1.2 24t6 8t3 17%6 14t5

Elemental Carbon

<0.3 41t5 41t7 46t7 51t11

0.3-1. 2 42%7 55%6 36%7 39%9

>1.2 17%2 4:1:2 18%6 10:1:5

Total Carbon

<0.3 40%6 44:!:7 32:1:5 34:!:8

0.3-1.2 42:1:7 51:1:6 54::!:5 53:1:6

>1.2 18::!:2 5:1:2 14::!:5 13:1:5
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3.4B are based on the carbon in the total aerosol collected without an

impactor in the sampling stream. Therefore, compared to Table 3.4B the

values in Table 3.4A will be slightly higher due to the difference in

percentage base. The format used in Figures 3.4A-D is such that the area

under the graphs is proportional to the amount of carbon within the size

range considered. Both carbon and mass distributions were unimodal for

hot burn wood stove aerosol particles and bimodal for cool burn

particles. Because the composition of wood stove aerosol particles does

not change significantly as a function of particle size (See Tables

3.6A-B) the distributions of aerosol particle mass, carbon and trace

elements were essentially the same.

Table 3.4A shows that for hot burn aerosols only about 10% of the

total carbon was associated with particles >0.6 pm. For cool burn

aerosols about 40% of aerosol carbon was associated with particles >0.6

pm. Table 3.4B generally agrees with Table 3.4A, although it does show

that 18% of total carbon for softwood hot burn aerosols was associated

with particles >1.2 pm. Distributions for organic and elemental carbon

were very similar to total carbon distributions. Table 3.4B does not

emphasize the bimodal nature of cool burn aerosols. This table alone

would give the impression that hot and cool burn aerosols have similar

carbon distributions.

Figures 3.7A-C and 3.8A-C show a subset of set B for hot and cool

burning respectively. Samples in this subset were all collected on

quartz filters (rather than three filters collected on quartz and three

on Teflon) so that they can be used to generate the detailed DC, EC, and

TC distributions shown in the figures. Comparing Figures 3.7A and 3.8A
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shows that about 1/4 to 1/3 of the OC in the 0.05-0.1, 0.1-0.3, and 0.3

to 0.6 pm size ranges for hot burning appeared in the 0.6-1.2 pm. size

range for cool burning, i.e., for hot burning OC is more associated with

smaller particles. Making the same comparison of EC distributions

(Figures 3.7B and 3.8B) shows that almost 1/2 of the EC in the 0.3-0.6

pm size range for hot burning was shifted to the 0.05-0.1 pm size range

for cool burning.

Tables 3.5A-B show trace elemental distributions for hot burn

stove aerosol particles for data sets (A) and (B), respectively. Figures

3.9A-B show trace elemental distributions for these data graphically.

hardwood. This was done because the differences between softwood and

hardwood data were not statistically significant. Trace elements were

all approximately distributed in the same manner as mas.s and carbon

distributions. Cool burn trace elemental distributions are not shown

because trace elemental concentrations in cool burn aerosols were so

small that distribution trends were usually overwhelmed by XRF errors.

Tables 3.6A-B show organic, elemental and total carbon compositions

of stove RYC aerosol particles generated by burning softwood and

hardwood under hot and cool burn conditions. Both these tables show that

the distribution between organic and elemental carbon was very different

for hot burn and cool burn particles. Hot burn particles had very high

EC/TC values, while cool burn particles had very low EC/TC values.

Values of EC/TC greater than 0.8 were recorded in some hot burns. The

For the same reason as for mass and carbon distributions the percentage

values in Table 3.5A are slightly higher than those in Table 3.5B.

Tables 3.5A-B and Figures 3.9A-B pool hot burn data for softwood and



Table 3.5A

Average WoodStove Aerosol Trace Element Distributions ·

Table 3.58

Average WoodStove Aerosol Trace Element Distributions.

* Softwood and hardwood data are pooled.

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Damper open (N=5)

Size (m) <0.3 0.3-0.6 0.6-2.5

Al 56:J:3 30:J:5 14:J:5

Cl 50:J:4 38:J:2 12:J:6

K 50:J:3 37:J:2 13:J:4

Fe 46:J:l6 40:!:10 14:J:6

p 42:J:3 42:J:3 16:!:3

Rb 46:J:3 19:J:5 35:J:6

S 49:!:3 35:!:5 16:!:6

Zn 52:J:4 37:J:4 11:J:5

Damper open

Size (m) <0.1 0.1-0.6 0.6-2.5 N

Cl 5:J:2 77:J:2 18:J:3 8

K 11:J:1 78:J:1 10:J:2 8

p 1:!:1 76:J:3 23:!:3 4

Rb 0 80 19 1

Zn 9:J:2 75:J:-3 16:J:-3 7
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Table 3.6A

Average Wood Stove Aerosol Carbon Composition (% Mass)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N =Number of tests

Size (!.1m) EC/TC OC/M EC/M TC/M

Fir Damper Open (Hot) N = 4

<0.3 63t11 13t2 25t9 38t8

<0.6 72t5 10t2 28:!:8 38t10

<2.5 73t3 10t3 29t9 39t11

Hardwood Damper Open (Hot) N = 2

<0.3 54:!:34 28:!:20 29tl1 57t4

<0.6 54t33 27t19 31t18 58tl

<2.5 53t32 26t18 29t17 55tO

Fir Damper Closed (Cool) N = 3

<0.3 1t2 56t2 4tl 60t2

<0.6 7t2 55t3 4tl 59t3

<2.5 6tl 55tl 4:f:1 59t1

Hardwood Damper Closed (Cool) N = 2

<0.3 5tO 59tl 3tO 62tl

<0.6 7tl 56tl 4tl 60t2

<2.5 6t2 Slt5 3tl 54t6



Table 3.68

Average Wood Stove Aerosol Carbon Composition (% Kass)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Size (m) EC/TC OC/K EC/K TC/K

Fir Damper Open (Hot) N = 7

<0.3 67:i:8 16:i:5 30:i:5 46=!:4

<1.2 66:i:7 20:i:4 38:i:5 58:i:4

Total 68:i:8 20=!:5 38:i:5 58:i:6

Hardwood Damper Open (Hot) N = 8

<0.3 52:i:8 13:i:4 15:i:5 28:i:5

<1.2 56:i:6 15:i:5 17:i:4 32:i:6

Total 55:i:7 14:i:4 16:i:4 30:i:5

Fir Damper Closed (Cool) N = 7

<0.3 12=!:3 41:i:3 5:i:1 46:i:3

<1.2 10:i:2 50:i:2 5:i:1 55:i:2

Total 9:i:1 51:i:1 5:i:2 56:i:2

Hardwood Damper Closed (Cool) N = 9

<0.3 13:i:2 45:i:2 7:i:1 52:i:2

<1.2 9:i:1 56:i:1 6:i:1 62:i:2

Total 8:i:2 57:i:2 5:i:1 62=!:2
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presence of large amounts of elemental carbon in hot burn aerosol

particles made these particles appear black. The 6 to 8% EC/TC values

noted for cool burning aerosols were upper limit values due to an

artifact of the carbon analysis system. The EC/TC value was a convenient

parameter for measuring the intensity of hot burning. Values of EC/TC

less than about 8% identify cool burning, while high EC/TC (>55%) values

were associated with hot burn conditions and with high trace elemental

concentrations in the aerosol. Figure 3.10 shows C1, K, and S

concentrations from data set A, plotted as a function of EC/TC. This

figure shows that trace elemental concentrations increased with

increasing EC/TC values but that there was considerable variability in

the trace elemental concentrations at high values of EC/TC. This

variability is related to the particulate TC/M values. For hot burn

particles TC/M varied widely because burn temperature and turbulence

were not precisely controlled. This variability in hot burn conditions

also results in trace element concentration variability. When burning

conditions existed which allowed EC to burn than TC/M values decreased

while trace elements in the particles become a larger proportion of the

remaining particulate mass.

Cool burn aerosol particles had very reproducible carbon

compositions over all cool burn tests. TC/M values clustered closely in

the range of 56 to 63%. EC/M values clustered in the range of 3 to 7%

and OC/M values were generally in the range of 50 to 56%. Hot burn

aerosols showed much greater variability in carbon composition. TC/M

ranged from 10-60% while OC/M ranged from 7 to 50%, EC/M ranged from 11

to 50%, and EC/TC ranged from 20 to 85%.
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Comparing hot burn TC/M, values from Table 3.6A shows that the

values for hardwood in one table are about equal to the softwood values

in the other table and vice versa. This demonstrates that particulate

carbon composition is determined by hot burn conditions rather than by

wood type. It will also be noted that in Table 3.6A lower TC/M values

are associated only with lower OC/M values (EC/M is similar for both

hardwood and softwood burns) while in Table 3.6B lower TC/M values are

associated both with lower OC/M and EC/M values. For all hot burn tests

the plume was essentially invisible while for cool burning the plume was

always very visible.

The data of Tables 3.6A-B can be examined to determine how carbon

composition varies as a function of particle size. Since the data

presented are carbon composition values for aerosol particles passing an

impactor (except for total aerosol values in Table 3.6B), they represent

average values for aerosols whose diameters were less than the impactor

cut-point diameter. Therefore only the <0.3 ~m data are representative

of a subset of the fine particle size range. The <0.6 ~m data results

from particles both in the 0.3-0.6 and <0.3 ~m size ranges. From mass

distribution data it is known that about 50% of RWC aerosol is in the

<0.3 ~m size range while only 10-20% is in the 0.3-0.6 ~m size range.

Therefore small composition differences that particles in the 0.3-0.6 ~m

size range may have compared to those in the <0.3 ~m size range are not

detectable. When total or <2.5 ~m data are compared with <0.3 ~m data a

comparison is being made between all the aerosol collected and 50% of

the aerosol collected. In these cases significant carbon composition

differences in particles <0.3 ~m and >0.3 ~m would be indicated by
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differences in OC/M, EC/M and TC/M values in Tables 3.6A-B. Table 3.6A

generally does not show such differences. On the other hand Table 3.6B,

which is compiled from a much larger data set, consistently shows

slightly lower carbon mass fractions for particles <0.3 pm than for

total or <1.2 pm particles. Note that total and <1.2 pm values are

essentially the same because only a very small percentage of RWC aerosol

is >1.2 pm. Table 3.6B shows that the carbon mass fractions of particles

<0.3 pm are slightly lower than particles >0.3 pm and that the carbon

mass fractions of those particles >0.3 pm are larger than the total or

<1.2 pm values shown because these values are diluted by the lower

carbon mass fraction values of particles <0.3 pm. Higher carbon mass

fraction values on larger particles might result if condensation nuclei

were composed of relatively lower organic carbon mass fraction material

and then larger particles formed by condensation of organic carbon

vapors on these nuclei. Since both Tables 3.6A and B do not show the

slightly lower carbon mass fractions for <0.3 pm particles it must be

concluded that this effect is produced by some combustion variable that

is not always present.

Most of the data indicate that the elemental carbon mass fraction

(EC/M) does not vary as a function of particle size. For cool burning,

since the elemental carbon values given are upper limit values and the

real elemental values are less than these values, the question of

elemental carbon variation is not well addressed by these data. For hot

burning, both tables show slightly lower EC/M values for particles <0.3

pm for hot burning fir but not for hot burning oak.

The mechanism of soot formation has been recognized for many years
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as an extremely complex problem and the nucleation step, i.e., the

transition from molecular species where chemical reactions dominate to

incipient soot particles where physical processes dominate is the least

understood step in the process (Olson and Calcote, 1981). Wood initially

consists of long chain polymers. During combustion chemical bonds in

these structures are broken, creating a variety of free radicals. These

highly reactive species engage in reaction chains, forming other free

radicals, and finally more stable chemical species. The chemical species

formed in part depend on temperature and oxidant availability. In

flaming combustion stable clusters of non-organic molecules and clusters

of high molecular weight organic molecules can form. Organic molecular

clusters can pyrolyze to elemental carbon. Spherical soot (mainly

elemental carbon) particles 30-100 Angstroms in diameter containing 107

carbon atoms form in milliseconds in flames (Prado and Lahaye, 1981). As

chemical species move away from the hottest regions of a flame their

partial pressures can become equal to or greater than corresponding

equilibrium pressures of the condensed phases. Heterogeneous

condensation can then occur on non-organic, elemental carbon nuclei, and

ions. Since nuclei always exist in flames, homogeneous nucleation is not

necessary and does not occur. As condensing species move to cooler

regions, condensation of inorganic species will go to completion because

these species have high vapor pressures. Organic vapors will continue to

condense on all particles available, so that particles that were

originally mostly inorganic will acquire an organic carbon loading. High

molecular weight organic species will condense first. As soon as

particles are formed, coagulation of particles will occur to form larger
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particles. Particles that were mainly carbon can coagulate with

particles that were mainly inorganic so that the cluster particles will

tend toward homogeneous compositions. In hot burning flue gases

inorganic and elemental carbon particle concentrations will be abundant

relative to concentrations of condensable organic vapor. Particles

formed will be solid and possibly grease covered. In cool burning flue

gases concentrations of inorganic and elemental carbon particles will be

low, while concentrations of condensable organic species will be high.

Particle growth will thus consist of vapor condensation on particles.

Tables 3.7A-B show the trace elemental compositions of hot and cool

burn wood stove aerosol particles captured behind 2.5 pm impactors. Data

for other size cuts >0.3 pm are not shown because they were not

significantly different from these data, Le., no significant trace

elemental variation was observed for particles >0.3 pm. Particles <0.3

pm usually showed about a 20% increase in trace elemental concentrations

compared to larger particles, but there was a high degree of variability

associated with these data because the small sample sizes available made

both mass determination and XRF analysis difficult. For data set (B)

trace elemental data were obtained for aerosols <0.1 pm. These data

usually indicated that smaller particles had slightly higher trace

elemental concentrations than larger particles but these data also had

large uncertainties because of the small masses collected.

These tables show that hot burn wood stove aerosol particles

contain large amounts of K, Cl, and S and lesser amounts of AI, Si, P,

Zn, Rb, Pb, and Fe, while cool burn particles contain less the 0.03% of

all trace elements except K. Obviously burn temperatures were not high





Table 3.1B

Average Wood Stove Aerosol Trace Element Composition

(% Of Mass)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Damper open Damper closed

Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood

(N=5) (N=1) (N=5) (N=2)

Al 0.29tO.13 0.41tO.23 0.03:1:0.01 0.03:1:0.02

Ca 0.41:1:0.08 0.12:1:0.08 0.01:1:0.03 n.d.

Cl 1. 9:1:0 . 6 3.5:1:0.91 0.06tO.01 0.04:1:0.02.
Fe n.d. 0.03:1:0.01 n.d. n.d.

K 3.4t1. 5 1 8.2:1:2.9 0.10:1:0.01 0.40tO.18

P 0.01:1:0.03 0.23:1:0.05 0.01:1:0.01 0.02tO.01

Pb n.m. 0.09:1:0.14 n.d. n.d.

Rb n.m. 0.06:1:0.02 n.d. n.d

S 1. 3tO. 80 1.3:1:0.68 0.06:1:0.01 0.l1tO.06

Si 0.39tO.25 0.14:1:0.09 0.05:1:0.03 0.10:1:0.04

Zn 0.28:1:0.01 0.33tO.01 0.02:1:0.01 0.0
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enough in cool burning to volatilize inorganic species so that they were

available for particle formation. For cool burning these species must

remain in the ash. The variation of potassium concentrations spans over

two orders of magnitude going from cool burn to hot burn combustion

conditions. For cool burn aerosols the concentration of potassium

averaged 0.08% and was as high as 0.16% for aerosols sampled toward the

end (charcoal burning) of an oak burn test. The differences shown for

hot trace elemental compositions by the two tables were due mainly to

variability in reproducing hot burn conditions.

3.1.2.2 FIREPLACE AEROSOL DATA

Fireplace aerosol composition data were derived from a series of

nine test runs on three different residential fireplaces. Both hardwood

and softwood were burned. Fires were built with kindling wood and with

three to five pieces of well-aged split logs. Sampling was started after

flaming combustion was well established. Aerosol samples were collected

in smoke plumes at 1-2 m from the chimney. Data for hard and soft wood

burning were pooled because there were no significant differences in

particle composition attributable to wood type.

Aerosol average mass distribution for fireplace aerosol particles

is shown in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.11. Unlike emission distributions

from cool burning wood stoves, which were bimodal and had very little

mass in the 0.3-0.6 I'm range, fireplace emissions were monomodal with

the mode located in the 0.3 to 0.6 I'm. range.

Table 3.9 and Figures 3.12 and 3.l3A-C show carbon distributions

for fireplace aerosols. Figure 3.12 shows the average carbon



Table 3.8

Average Fireplace Aerosol Mass Distribution (N=9)*

(% of total aerosol mass)

Table 3.9

Average Fireplace Aerosol Carbon Distribution (N=9)*

(% of total)

* These data pool hardwood and softwood data from three
residential fireplaces.

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N =Number of tests
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Size range (101m) Mass %

<0.1 13:t3

0.1-0.3 29:t6

0.3-0.6 35:t4

0.6-1.2 14:t3

1.2-2.5 4:t3

>2.5 5:t2

Size (101m.) OC IC TC

<0.3 43t6 42:t8 43:t6

0.3-1.2 47:t6 49:t7 48t6

>1.2 10t3 9:t3 9t3
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distribution of all data sets where aerosol samples were collected on

quartz fiber filters behind impactors with cut points at 0.3, 0.6, and

2.5 pm. Figures 3.13A-C show carbon distributions for a subset (N - 2)

of this group where quartz fiber filters were used for sampling behind

all the impactors. These distributions are very similar to the mass

distributions for fireplace aerosols shown in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.11.

Table 3.10 and Figure 3.14 show trace element distributions for

fireplace aerosols. No fireplace trace element data were collected to

further resolve the trace element distribution between 0.1 and 0.6 pm.

Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show aerosol carbon and trace element

composition, respectively. As noted for wood stove emissions, the

aerosol composition was not a significant function of aerosol size for

particles >0.1 pm. Reasonably high uncertainties were associated with

the trace element data because trace element levels were low and

therefore subject to large XRF uncertainties. Table 3.12 shows that

fireplace aerosol contained very small amounts of trace element species.

Fireplace aerosol elemental carbon and trace element concentrations

were usually slightly higher than the respective values for cool burning

wood stove aerosols, even though the flaming combustion that occurs in

fireplaces appears to be very similar to that in hot burning wood

stoves. Fireplace combustion is certainly not air-starved. However, it

does generate aerosols similar to those of wood stove air-starved

combustion because of the flame cooling effects caused by the large

excess combustion air flows that occur during fireplace combustion.

Airtight stoves operate at excess air levels of about 50%, whereas

fireplaces operate at excess air levels of up to 2000%. Fireplace



Table 3.10

Average Fireplace Aerosol Trace Elemental Distribution

(% of trace element passing 2.5 um impactor) (N=4)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N =Number of tests
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Size (\Jm) 0.6-2.5 0.1-0.6 <0.1

Ca 54:t22 29:1:13 17:t11

Cl 10:t2 84:t5 7:t6

K 6:t4 76:t9 19:t7

p 13:t5 63:t13 24:t12
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Table 3.11

Average Fireplace Aerosol Carbon Composition (%)

These data pool data from hardwood and softwood burns
in three residential fireplaces

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean

N = Number of tests
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Size EC/TC OC/H EC/H TC/H N

<0.1 (m) 27:1:19 44:1:17 15:t10 59:1:14 2

<0.3 17:1:12 52:1:7 9:1:5 61:1:6 6

<0.6 12:1:10 58:1:10 8:1:6 66:1:3 2

<1.2 15:1:9 51:1:8 9:1:6 60:1:4 7

<2.5 12:1:9 54:1:7 7:1:5 61:1:2 3

Tot. Aerosol 14:1:10 52:1:7 10:1:6 62:1:4 7
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combustion also differs from stove combustion because in a fireplace the

region surrounding the flame is cooler and radiation heat losses from

the flames are higher than they would be in a stove where the stove

structure reduces radiation heat losses from the combustion region.

Fireplace EC/TC values ranged from 7 to 20%. Since the aerosols were

gray in color these percentages, unlike the case for cool burning wood

stove aerosols, probably do represent real elemental carbon. When the

EC/TC value for fireplace aerosols was near 7% the trace elemental

compositions were very similar to cool burning wood stove aerosol

particles. High levels of EC production do not occur in fireplace flames

because the high flame temperatures and reducing conditions necessary

for EC production are only minimally available. Prado and Layaye (1981)

noted that EC production, a process of OC to EC conversion, was a

function of residence time in the high temperature regions of a flame.

It seems that the very high amounts of excess air in fireplace

combustion causes sufficient flame cooling so that the organic carbon

produced in the reducing regions of the flames remains in the form of OC

rather than being pyrolyzed to elemental carbon.

3.1.2.3 RESIDENTIAL OIL FURNACE AEROSOL DATA

The oil furnace aerosol data were collected from three test runs on

a 46 year old low pressure furnace. Table 3.13 and Figure 3.15 show that

most of the aerosol mass was associated with particles <2.5 ~m and that

more than half of it was associated with particles <0.3 ~m. Figures

3.l6A-B show the organic and elemental carbon distributions for this

aerosol as measured by one test. Table 3.14 shows that the aerosol was



Table 3.13

Average Residential Oil Furnace Aerosol Mass

Distribution (N=3)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

Table 3.14

Average Residential Oil Furnace Aerosol

Carbon Composition (% of total carbon) (N=2)

N = Number of tests
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Size Range (m) % of Total Mass

<0.3 51t5

0.3-0.6 23t6

0.6-1. 2 10t6

1.2-2.5 6:t3

>2.5 10t1

Size Range (m) EC/TC OC/M EC/M TC/M

<0.3 51 18 12 30

<0.6 36 16 13 29

<1.2 48 11 11 22

<2.5 53 11 12 23

<10 39 14 10 24

total aerosol 42 14 10 24
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about 25% carbon and that almost half of the carbon was in the form of

composition data are reasonably similar to the distillate oil

composition data given in the EPA Source Library (Core, et a1., 1984).

3.1.2.4 MOTOR VEHICLE (AUTOMOTIVE TUNNEL) AEROSOL DATA

Motor vehicle aerosols were sampled on three weekdays and one

weekend in August from the 270 m long route 26 west highway tunnel

located on the west side of downtown Portland. Sampling was done from a

port in the roof of the west directed traffic tunnel about 100 m from

the tunnel entrance. Tunnel traffic was a mix of automobiles and trucks

and traveled about 50 mph up a slight incline. Total suspended

particulate loadings were 26.5, 36.6, and 25.2 pg/m3 for weekdays and

38.8 pg/m3 for the weekend. These low aerosol mass concentrations were

due to the clean natural drafts which ventilated the tunnel. Table 3.16

and Figure 3.17 show the average mass distribution for tunnel aerosols.

The same assumptions (that there is negligible mass <0.05 pm and >10 pm)

as have been previously made in log distribution graphs have been made

in Figure 3.17. On this graph significant mass might be found beyond

both the end points used so that end sections shown will be somewhat

different from the actual log distribution. The aerosol was log normally

distributed with 27% of the aerosol mass above 2.5 pm and 30% below 0.3

pm. This distribution was similar to that obtained by Pierson, (1980).

Table 3.17 and Figure 3.18 give the carbon size distribution for

elemental carbon. Table 3.15 shows that the aerosol containedvery low

concentrations of trace elemental species except for sulfur which

composed about 12% of the aerosol mass. These oil furnace source



Table 3.15

Average Residential Oil Furnace Aerosol Particle

Trace Element Compositon (% of total aerosol mass) (N=2)

N = Number of tests
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Size (m) <10 <2.5 <1.2 <0.6 <0.3

Al 0.56 0.59 0.48 0.42 0.43

As 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

Fe 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03

K 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

P 0.32 0.38 0.31 0.36 0.27

Pb 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00

S 12 14 12 12 12

Se 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01

Si 0.79 0.75 0.42 0.62 0.42

Zn 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
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Table 3.16

Motor Vehicle Aerosol Average Mass Distribution

(% of Total Aerosol Mass) (N=4)

Table 3.17

Motor Vehicle Aerosol Average Carbon Distribution

(% of Total Aerosol Carbon) (N=3)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N =Humber of Tests

Size him.)

<0.1 12.9:1:4.5

0.1-0.3 17.6:1:3.9

0.3-0.6 13.7:1:3.6

0.6-1.2 14.2:1:2.6

1.2-2.5 14.8:1:3.7

>2.5 26.8:1:3.5

Size (J,lm.) OC EC TC

<0.3 47:1:1 49:1:9 48:1:5
- -- - .-

0.3-1.2 20:1:3 24:1:12 23:1:7

>1.2 33:1:2 24:1:6 29:1:2
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tunnel aerosols. Almost 50% of the aerosol carbon was associated with

particles less than 0.3 ~m, indicating that carbon was concentrated in

finer aerosols. This fine carbon component most likely contained some

diesel engine emissions which in fresh aerosols are found mainly below

0.3 ~m (Albrechcinski et a1., 1984). Results of the present research

have shown that 72% of diesel emissions were <0.3 ~m and that the

remaining emissions were <0.6 ~m.

Table 3.18 and Figure 3.l9A-B give trace elemental distributions

for the tunnel aerosol. The elements Br, Pb, and S which come from

automotive emissions were found mainly in the very fine fraction below

0.3 ~m. In contrast Ca, Cl, and Fe were mainly associated with coarse

aerosols. The Ca can be associated with road wear particles which tend

to be coarse. The majority of Cl can be associated with marine aerosols

which are coarse, rather than automotive emissions which, as

characterized by Pb, are mostly <0.3 ~m. The Fe can be associated with

vehicle rust particles which are coarse particles.

Tunnel aerosol material was some combination of fresh motor vehicle

aerosols, resuspended road dust, and background aerosols. Resuspended

road dust is mainly of geological origin, but also contains a vehicle

emission component. Vehicle emissions coagulate with soil, roadway and

brake wear particles, and rust particles from vehicles to form

resuspended road dust. The fraction of resuspended road dust and

background aerosol (these sources both contain 0.3% Pb)(Core et al.,

1984). contained in the tunnel samples can be estimated by considering

the Pb fraction found in the composite of transportation aerosols. By

projecting previous years' data (Shah, 1984) to the time when these



Table 3.18

Motor Vehicle Trace Element Distributions

(% of total trace element mass) (N=1)

N = Numberof tests
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Size >2.5 2.5-1. 2 1. 2-0. 6 0.6-0.3 0.3-0.1 <0.1
Range
(m)

Br 12 13 12 0 30 33

Ca 64 11 2 4 8 5

Cl 82 9 1 0 0 8

Fe 68 16 0 3 10 3

K 45 21 9 2 0 11

Mn 24 26 14 11 0 19

Pb 12 11 10 0 33 33

S 10 15 22 20 9 24

Zn 31 24 13 5 1 14
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samples were collected, it was estimated that the Pb concentration in

the Portland transportation fine fraction «2.5 pm) was 5.9%. Since the

Pb fraction for the <2.5 pm tunnel samples was 5.5% (Table 3.20) and

assuming that automotive aerosols are in fact 5.9% lead the tunnel

aerosol <2.5 pm must be diluted with resuspended road dust and

background aerosol. Based on Pb concentrations the sum of resuspended

road dust and background aerosols cannot exceed 7% in tunnel aerosols.

Average tunnel aerosol carbon composition is given by Table 3.19. The

total carbon fraction (TC/M) for fine aerosol «2.5) was 33% (from

7/18/84 data, appendix 3). This compares well with Watson's, (1979),

value of 32.5::1:24%for leaded auto exhausts; however, the confidence

limits of the current data are much tighter. Pierson (1980) determined

an average value of TC/M for total aerosol from turnpike tunnels of

68::1:11%,but he also quotes a value of 43::1:5% for the Detroit & Canada

tunnel. These higher values are probably due to a combination of not

correcting for adsorbed organic vapor and possibly a higher fraction of

diesel truck traffic. Current fine aerosol carbon percentage values used

by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality for CMB analysis are

39::1:10%for automobiles with catalysts and 54::1:13%for general automotive

aerosol. Tunnel carbon fraction aerosol values would be lowered by the

addition of road dust and raised by the addition of diesel exhaust.

Table 3.19 shows that tunnel aerosol organic and elemental carbon

fraction increase as the particle size becomes smaller, except for EC/M

values <0.1 pm. This occurs because as tunnel aerosol size becomes

smaller the aerosol was more dominated by vehicle emissions and less by

non-vehicle emission sources. Vehicle emissions, since they were



Table 3.19

Average Motor Vehicle Aerosol Carbon Composition

(% of total carbon) (N=3)

Note: Values with error limits are the averages of
three data sets. Values without error limits are
from a single data set.

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Size (m) EC/TC OC/M EC/M TC/M

<0.1 37 26 15 41

<0.3 50:1:2 24:1:1 25:1:2 49:1:2

<0.6 56 20 25 45

<1.2 52:1:4 18:1:1 20:1:2 38:t:2

<2.5 58 14 19 33

Total 50:1:3 16:1:1 16:1:1 32:1:2
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combustion aerosols, contained proportionately more carbon than the

various non-vehicle emission aerosols that contributed to the tunnel

aerosol. EC/TC values for tunnel aerosol were independent of aerosol

size because they were determined by vehicle emissions and for these

emissions EC/TC values were relatively independent of aerosol size.

Table 3.20 shows trace element compositions for tunnel aerosols.

Tunnel aerosols were found to have similar trace element compositions to

those reported by Ondov et al. (1982). Pierson (1980), measured an

average lead fraction value of 5.6I2% for turnpike tunnel aerosols, but

measured a value of llI6 for the Detroit & Canada Tunnel. These values

depend mainly on the mix of leaded and non-leaded vehicles in the

transportation composite at the time of sampling and on vehicle

emissions dilution by background air. Table 3.20 shows that smaller

aerosol particles contain proportionately more bromine, lead and sulfur

than larger particles. Consequently larger particles in tunnel aerosols

must be enriched with other species besides carbon, lead, sulfur, and

bromine which are associated with soil and road dust.

3.1.2.5 DIESEL AUTOMOBILE AEROSOL PARTICLE DATA

Three test runs were done on a 1973, 300D Mercedes diesel

automobile. One set was sampled on quartz fiber, one on glass and one on

Teflon. These tests showed that all the aerosol mass had aerodynamic

diameters less than 0.6 ~m. The carbon properties for the aerosol were

EC/TC - 0.70, OC/M - 0.22, EC/M - 0.50, TC/M - 0.72. Figures 3.20A-C

show the OC, EC, and TC distributions for these aerosols. Diesel trace

elemental samples were not analyzed.



Table 3.20

Motor Vehicle Aerosol Trace Element Composition (%)

Data with error limits are the averages of three runs,

other data are from a single run. These data are

percentages of mass.

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.
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Total <2.5 m <1.2 <0.6 <0.3 <0.1

Aerosol

A1 0.59 0.54:t0.1 0.42 0.82:t0.01 0.7 ----

Br 2.1 2.7:t0.3 2.7 3.5:t0.3 4.3 6.1:t2.0

Ca 1.3 0.49:t0.1 0.4 0.52:t0.1 0.6 0.66:!:0

C1 2.0 0.89:!:0.4 0.29 0.40:t0.1 0.56 ----

Fe 2.3 1. 0:t0 . 2 0.66 1. 0:t0 . 3 1.0 0.57:t0.1

K 0.27 0.30:t0.1 0.12 0.25:t0.1 0.14 ----

Mn 0.19 0.15:t0.1 0.16 0.14:!:0.1 0.11 ----

Hi 0.01 0.02:!:0.01 0.02 0.02:t0.01 0.03 ----

Pb 4.6 5.5:t0.6 6.0 7.5:t0.6 9.8 15.1:t4.8

S 4.2 5.5:t0.8 5.3 5.7:t0.3 4.3 9.8:t2.5

Zn 0.24 0.27:t0.1 0.16 0.19:!:0.1 0.17 0.25:t0.1
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CHAPTER FOUR: CARBONIN AMBIENT AEROSOLS

4.1 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF CARBONIN AMBIENT AEROSOLS

This chapter presents the characteristics of residential area

aerosols, with special emphasis on wintertime aerosols which contain a

large RWC component. Ambient samples were collected in the same manner

as source samples. Samples collected with impactors consisted of aerosol

particles that were not captured by the impactors, i.e., particles which

had aerodynamic diameters that were less than the impactor cut-points.

The impactor sets used were: (#1) no impactor,and a 2.5, 1.2, 0.6, 0.3,

and a 0.1 pm impactor; (#2) matched sets (two impactors per set) of 2.5

pm, 0.6, and 0.3 pm impactors; (#3) two 10 pm impactors, and a 2.5, 1.2,

0.6, and a 0.3 pm impactor. When the (#1) impactor set was used, all

quartz fiber filters, all Teflon, or alternating quartz fiber filters

and Teflon filters were used. For the (#2) impactorset, one member of

each set used quartz fiber filters and the other used Teflon filters.

For the (#3) impactor set all the impactors used quartz fiber filters

except one of the 10 pm impactors which used a Teflon filter. A quartz

fiber filter was always run behind at least one Teflon filter to

determine vapor carbon adsorption on quartz fiber filters.

4.1.1 CARBON SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PORTLAND RESIDENTIAL

AEROSOL SAMPLES USING IMPACTOR SET #3.

Ambient aerosols were sampled, on February 5, 8, 14, and 20, 1985

in a Southwest Portland residential area using impactor set #3. The
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ambient mass loadings for particles passing the 10 ~m impactor were 21,

9, 23 and 22 ug/m3, respectively. These low mass loadings, compared to

those typically found in urban areas occurred because Portland's winter

rainy weather suppresses resuspension of coarse particles and because

the sampling site was located at a higher altitude than the surrounding

area which resulted in increased local atmospheric dispersion. These

samples were composed mainly of fine aerosol material. Only about 12z10%

of the particulate mass that passed the 10 ~m impactor was between 2.5

and 10 ~m, while 36z7% was less than 0.3 ~m. In chapter 5 it will be

shown that for these samples the aerosol passing the 10 ~m impactor was

composed of from 31z54% of RWC emissions.

Figure 4.1A-C and Table 4.1 show the organic, elemental and total

carbon distributions of these samples. Usually less than 5% of the

organic, elemental and total carbon was associated with particles which

had aerodynamic diameters greater than 2.5 ~m. About 30% of aerosol

carbon was associated with particles less than 0.3 ~m and up to 69% with

particles in the 0.3 -1.2 ~m range. Smaller particles contained larger

fractions of elemental carbon because they contained increasing

proportions of aerosol material from combustion sources.

Figures 4.1A-C show that the carbon distributions were quite

similar on a day to day basis. These distributions appear to be

dominated by local emissions, i.e., background air was quite clean. The

most significant features of these data were that the carbon

distributions were monomoda1 and that the mode of the distribution was

always between 0.3 and 0.6 ~m. This distribution differed from what

would be expected for aerosols dominated by RWC emissions under the
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Table 4.1

Wintertime Ambient Aerosol Carbon Size Distributions in

SWPortland (% of Carbon Passed by 10 ~m. Impactor)
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Date: 2/5/85 2/8/85 2/14/85 2/20/85

Size Range (m) Organic Carbon

<0.3 25 51 30 21

0.3-0.6 39 28 30 30

0.6-1.2 33 11 27 26

1.2-2.5 2 7 10 21

2.5-10 1 4 3 3

Elemental Carbon

<0.3 32 46 38 35

0.3-0.6 31 24 42 33

0.6-1. 2 35 17 13 25

1.2-2.5 1 8 4 4

2.5-10.0 1 6 3 3

Total carbon

<0.3 28 49 33 26

0.3-0.6 36 26 33 31

0.6-1.2 33 13 23 25

1.2-2.5 1 7 8 15

2.5-10.0 1 5 3 3
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assumption that these emissions came from stoves and that they

maintained their emitted distribution during their atmospheric residence

time. The composite RWC stove emission carbon distribution from both hot

and cool burning (assuming that in the sampling area stove burning was

25% hot burning and 75% cool burning) was expected to be bimodal with

one mode between 0.6 and 1.2 I-£mand the other below 0.3 ISm (see Table

5.5). This distribution occurs because for the given stove usage pattern

over 90% RWC stove emissions came from cool burning which generates a

bimodal emission distribution. The ambient carbon distributions measured

could have resulted from either or both of the following causes: (1)

size shifting of wood stove aerosol carbon particles during their

atmospheric residence time or (2) a significant contribution to the

ambient aerosol from fireplace burning which does have a mode in the 0.3

to 0.6 ISm size range.

Mechanisms will now be considered which could transport wood stove

particulate material from above and below the 0.3 to 0.6 ISm size range

into this range during the particulate atmospheric residence time.

Particulate mass can be moved from below 0.3 ISm into the 0.3 to 0.6 ISm

size range by coagulation and from above 0.6 ISm by evaporation of

organic carbon.

Particles which have diameters >0.6 ISm can be transformed to

particles with diameters <0.6 I-£mby losing mass due to the evaporation

of volatile organic species. Evaporation can occur because the vapor

pressures of these species are lower in the ambient atmosphere than in

the diluted flue gas where the source measurements were made. The fact

that RWC particles collected on a filter. especially those from cool
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burning, have an odor indicates that these particles continuously lose

vapor carbon. In Chapter 5 it will be demonstrated that the CMB model

fit can be improved if wood smoke aerosol was assumed to lose from 25 to

50% of its organic carbon. For particles between 0.6 and 0.76 ~m a 50%

loss in volume will reduce their diameter to below 0.6 ~m causing about

10 -15% of the organic carbon above O. 6 ~m to shift to below O. 6 ~m.

Vapor carbon loss by particles larger than 0.6 pm explains only a small

amount of the ambient carbon found in the 0.3-0.6 ~m size range.

Aerosol mass can also be shifted from the range below 0.3 ~m into

the range above 0.3 ~m by heterogeneous coagulation, i.e., aerosol

particles, especially those that are much less than O.3 ~m, will

coagulate with particles that are >0.3 pm. When two very small particles

coagulate, the resulting particle is still a very small particle, but

when very small particles coagulate with larger particles mass is

transferred from the size range of the smaller particle to the size

range of the larger particle. Since the coagulation rate decreases for

larger particles, the coagulation mechanism does not transfer

significant mass out of the 0.3 to 0.6 ~m size range to larger particle

sizes. The mechanisms operating here are the same as those that drive

the mode of most urban fine aerosol particle distributions to the

vicinity of 0.3 pm.

So far the role of fireplace emissions has not been considered in

the carbon distribution of ambient aerosol particles which have a

significant RWC contribution. Table 3.8 shows that the mode of fireplace

mass emissions was between 0.3 and 0.6 pm and that 35% of the aerosol

mass was in this size range. The aerosol particulate carbon distribution
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has the same form as mass distribution when aerosol particulate carbon

mass fraction is essentially not a function of particle size. Therefore

the carbon distribution of fireplace RYC aerosol will be very similar

to its mass distribution, i.e., it will have a mode in the 0.3 to 0.6 ~m

size range. Figure 3.15 shows that for two fireplace tests where all

samples were collected on quartz filters that organic and total carbon

have a significant mode in the 0.3 to 0.6 ~m size range. Portland survey

data indicated that 1/3 of wood burned in residences was burned in

fireplaces (Cummings, 1982). In addition fireplaces emit about 1.2 times

as much aerosol per mass of wood burned as cool burning stoves. If 1/3

of wood was burned in fireplaces and stove burning was composed of 75%

cool burning and 25% hot burning then 49% of the total residential wood

burning aerosol would be generated by cool burning stoves, 48% by

fireplaces and 3% by hot burning stoves. For this stove and fireplace

usage the composite emitted total carbon distribution would be 28% in

the range 0.6 to 2.5 ~m, 21% in the range of 0.3 to 0.6 ~m and 50% in

the range less than 0.3 ~m. Figure 4.2A shows this distribution while

Figure 4.2B shows the total carbon distribution that would result from

stove burning alone (75% of stoves operated with dampers closed and 25%

operated with dampers open). Thus the fireplace contribution to the

ambient RYC aerosol can result in a significant contribution of wood

burning aerosol into the 0.3-0.6 ~m size range. In summary is appears

that the ambient RYC aerosol in the 0.3-0.6 ~m size range can be

explained by a combination of mass transfer by evaporative loss for

particles >0.6 ~m, mass transfer from below o.3 ~m by heterogeneous

coagulation and by a fireplace emission contribution.
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When the RYC composite aerosol particle composition profile, which

was developed for hot and cool burning stove RYC, was modified such that

1/3 of wood being burned was assumed to be burned in fireplaces, the

resulting composite wood smoke composition profile showed almost no

change compared to the original wood stove aerosol particle composition

profile. This occurred because the composition of fireplace emissions

was very similar to cool burning stove emissions, but its composition

was slightly shifted toward the hot burn composition profile. Therefore

when CMB analysis was done using the RYC composite or hot and cool

burning source composition profiles developed for stoves the resultant

RYC contributions to ambient aerosol particle loading can include a

significant fraction of fireplace emissions, i.e., the CMB model cannot

resolve cool burning stove emissions from fireplace emissions.

4.1.2 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF CARBON IN PORTLAND RESIDENTIAL

AEROSOL SAMPLES COLLECTED USING THE #2 IMPACTOR SET

Figures 4.3A-D show total carbon distributions for Portland

residential aerosol samples collected on three days in December 1984,

including Christmas Eve, and one day in January 1985. In a later section

it will be shown by CMB analysis that the December samples, especially

the 12/24/84 sample, had a large residential wood burning component.

These samples were collected with set #2 impactors (matched 2.5, 0.6 and

0.3 ~m). This impactor set examines only the fine aerosol particles and

gives special emphasis to the size range between 0.3 and 0.6 ~m. These

total carbon distributions showed a very strong mode in the 0.3 to 0.6

pm size range. They were similar, though not quite as detailed, to the
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carbon distributions shown in Figure 4.1A-C. These carbon distributions,

when compared to carbon distributions for cool burning RWC emissions,

also show that there is more carbon mass than expected in the 0.3 to 0.6

ISm. size range.

Figures 4.3A-B are quite similar showing that carbon was

approximately evenly distributed in the three size ranges considered. In

contrast Figures 4.3C-D show by far the highest amounts of both mass and

carbon in the <0.3 ISm size range and very little carbon or mass in the

0.6 to 2.5 ISm size range. Carbon size distribution information developed

in this research would suggest that the fireplace RWC contribution was

relatively larger for the data illustrate by Figures 4.3C-D than it was

for Figures 4.3A-C. For all of these data sets there was relatively more

mass than carbon in the 0.6 to 2.5 ISm size range because larger

particles had a larger soil component which contains very little carbon.

Elemental carbon was more concentrated in <0.3 and 0.3-0.6 ISm size

ranges because it was generated in flames as very small particles.

Figure 4.3D shows similar mass and elemental carbon distributions as the

other figures, but has much larger mass and carbon fractions <0.3 ISm.

The carbon and mass distribution of this sample indicated that it

consisted of mostly fresh RWC aerosol particles, i.e., RWC particles

that had not yet coagulated to form larger particles or RWC particles

that came primarily from hot combustion.

Because the size distribution of RWC aerosol particles changes

during their atmospheric residence time, emission size distribution

information was not useful to determine source contributions using

receptor modeling techniques.
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4.1.3 CARBONSIZEDISTRIBUTIONS FOR PORTLANDRESIDENTIAL

AEROSOLS COLLECTED USING THE #1 IMPACTOR SET

Figures 4.4-4.8 show Portland residential ambient aerosol organic,

elemental, and total carbon distributions for 9/18/84, 7/26/84, 4/28/84,

3/9/84, and 3/2/84, respectively. These samples were obtained with the

#1 impactor set. These distributions, except for Figure 4.5, were

similar to the previously discussed winter carbon and mass distributions

and were shown by CMB analysis (Chapter 5) to have a significant wood

smoke component. Similarly to the previously shown distributions for

this site, they show that the mode of the distributions was between 0.3

and 1.2 pm indicating at least that there was a carbon mass shift from

below 0.3 pm to above 0.3 pm.

Figure 4.5 shows total carbon and mass distribution for a SW

Portland residential area sample collected on 7/28/84 with the #1

impactor set. The total aerosol mass loading for this sample was 36

ug/m3 and 49% of this mass was greater than 2.5 pm. Only 19% of the mass

was in the size range less than 0.3 pm. In contrastto the above winter

samples the July sample had a very different total carbon distribution.

For the July sample 60% of organic and total carbon was distributed in

the size range greater than 1.2 pm, while for wintertime samples 80% of

the organic and total carbon was distributed in the size range less than

1.2 pm. For both summer and winter aerosol particles elemental carbon

tended to be more associated with small sized aerosol particles.

For the summer sample organic carbon size distribution information

provides evidence that the majority of the particulate organic carbon

does not come from combustion sources or at least not from the type of
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combustion sources typically contributing to wintertime aerosol particle

loading. For this sample the coarse mode organic carbon material was

probably from plant produced aerosol particles or pollens. CMB analysis,

using the composition of raw wood as a surrogate for pollen composition,

indicated the presence of a significant amount of coarse raw wood type

aerosol particles (see Chapter 5).

Table 4.2 shows the organic, elemental and total carbon

distributions for the summertime aerosol sample. A comparison of these

data with Table 4.1 data shows that the organic carbon and consequently

the total carbon distributions of winter and summer aerosols are very

different but the elemental carbon distributions are similar. The

similarity of elemental carbon distributions indicates that in both

cases the elemental carbon comes from combustion sources.

4.1.4 CARBON DISTRIBUTIONS FOR HILLSBORO RESIDENTIAL AEROSOL

PARTICLES COLLECTED WITH IMPACTOR SET #1

Figures 4.9-4.13 show mass and carbon distributions for aerosol

particle samples collected in a residential area in Hil1sboro, OR. This

area was noted for very large contributions of RWC to ambient aerosol

particle concentrations. The sample shown in Figure 4.9 consisted of

samples collected on quartz fiber filters with no impactor and behind

1.2, and 0.3 J.&mimpactors. The other samples were collected using a

sampling set consisting of no impactor and 2.5, 1.2, 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1 J.&m

impactors. The rest of the impactors in the set were used to collect

samples on Teflon fitters. Figures 4.10-4.13 show mass, and organic,

elemental and total carbon distributions for samples collected with the



Table 4.2

Summertime SW Portland Residential Area Aerosol Carbon

Size Distribution (% of total aerosol carbon) (7/26/84)

Table 4.3

Average Wintertime Billsboro Residential Area Aerosol

Carbon Size Distribution (% of total aerosol carbon)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Size Range (m) OC BC TC

<0.3 20 39 23

0.3-1. 2 13 39 18

>1.2 67 22 59

Size Range (m) OC BC TC

N=7 N=7 N=12

<0.3 36:1:6 50:1:5 47:1:6

0.3-1.2 45:1:4 35:1:6 38:1:5

>1.2 20:1:4 14:1:3 15:1:4
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whole sampling set collecting on quartz fiber filters. This allows a

detailed determination of the ambient carbon distribution. These figures

have many similarities to Figures 4.IA-C in that they have a strong mode

between 0.3 and O.6 ~m for OC and also show that elemental carbon is

usually more strongly associated with smaller particles. These figures

also most often show a mode below 0.1 ~m. Whether the Figure 4.1 samples

show this mode was not resolved because the 0.1 ~m impactor was not used

in collecting the Figure 4.1 samples. It is likely that the amount of

aerosol material below 0.1 ~m would decrease as the aerosol ages and

material is transferred to larger aerosol sizes by coagulation.

4.2 CARBON COMPOSITION OF RESIDENTIAL AREA AMBIENT AEROSOLS

This section examines the carbon composition of residential

wintertime aerosol particles as a function of particle size and compares

their compositions to summertime aerosol particles. Table 4.4 gives the

carbon compositions for particle samples collected in a SW Portland

residential area during February, 1985. These compositions apply to

particles passing the given impactor. The carbon composition values do

not change much as a function of particle size. This result occurs

because these samples were composed primarily of combustion generated

aerosols which were shown by source testing not to change composition

significantly as a function of size.

Table 4.5 gives carbon composition data for a group of SW Portland

residential area samples. These data show that EC/TC, OC/M, EC/M, and

TC/M values range from 17-42%, 13-38%, 4-21%, and 21-55%, respectively.

Usually OCjM and ECjM values increased slightly as particle size became



Table 4.4

Wintertime SWPortland Residential Area

Aerosol Carbon Composition (%)
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Date 2/5/85 2/8/85 2/14/85 2/20/85.

Size (m) BC/TC

<0.3 41 33 34 47

<0.6 35 33 36 41

<1.2 32 35 31 39

<2.5 37 35 31 34

<10.0 35 35 28 34

OC/H

<0.3 18 17 23 17

<0.6 23 15 25 25

<1.2 25 17 26 26

<2.5 22 16 27 23

<10.0 23 15 22 19

BC/H

<0.3 12 8 12 31

<0.6 12 7 14 43

<1.2 12 9 12 42

<2.5 13 8 12 34

<10.0 13 8 9 29



Table 4.5

SV Portland Residential Area Aerosol Carbon Composition (%)
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Size(m) EC/TC OC/M EC/M TC/H

Date: 3/2/84 Mass loading = 26 g/m3

<0.3 21.2 26.9 7.2 34.1

<1.2 27.4 25.9 9.8 35.7

Total 28.2 26.1 10.5 36.6

Date: 3/5/84 Mass loading = 49 g/m3

<1.2 36.7 20.7 13.1 33.8

Total 34.4 23.0 12.1 35.1

Date: 3/9/84 Mass loading = 25 g/m3

<0.3 19.5 41.1 10.02 51.3

<1.2 20.7 38.0 9.9 47.9

Total 17.9 34.8 7.6 42.4

Date: 4/28/84 Mass loading = 15 g/m3

<0.3 31.4 20.4 9.4 29.8

<1.2 28.9 21.8 8.9 30.7

Total 26.7 16.6 6.1 22.7

Date: 7/26/84 Mass loading = 36 g/m3

<0.3 28.6 19.7 7.9 27.6

<1.2 32.5 15.4 7.4 22.8

Total 16.9 18.8 3.8 22.6



Table 4.5 Cont.

SV Portland Residential Area Aerosol Carbon Composition (%)
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Size (IJm) ECITC OC/K EC/K TC/K

Date: 9118/84 Kass loading = 32 IJg/m3

<0.3 27.8 36.2 13.9 50.1

<1.2 26.5 31.4 11.3 42.7

Total 28.5 18.9 7.5 26.4

Date: 12/8/84 Kass loading = 48 IJg/m3

<0.3 39.0 32.2 20.6 52.8

<0.6 29.8 38.3 16.3 54.6

<2.5 32.4 22.9 11.0 33.9

Date: 12121/84 Kass loading = 17 IJm/m3

<0.3 42.4 14.3 10.5 24.8

<0.6 41.2 15.1 10.5 25.6

<2.5 41.0 12.7 8.8 21.5

Date: 12/24/84 Kass loading = 44 IJg/m3

<0.3 30.7 34.9 15.5 50.4

<0.6 29.4 35.0 14.6 49.6

<2.5 26.7 27.6 10.0 37.6
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smaller. This occurs because the smaller sized particles were more

dominated by combustion aerosol particles whereas the larger particles

were more dominated by soil particles. The carbon composition

differences between large and small ambient aerosol particle samples

were not as great as might be expected because increased soil fractions

were accompanied by increased amounts of large sized, plant generated

particles which like cool burning RYC particles contain about 50%

carbon.

Table 4.6 gives average aerosol particle carbon composition data

for a group of Hillsboro samples collected during December, 1983 and

January, 1984. The carbon content of these samples was significantly

higher than for the Portland samples and the EC/TC values were lower.

This result was consistent with the larger RYC component in the

Hillsboro samples. The Portland EC/TC values were more typical of

traffic and distillate oil burning aerosol particles (0.30-0.35). EC/TC

values are characteristic of certain sources and have some utility in

ambient aerosol source identification.
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Table 4.6

Average Carbon Composition of Wintertime Residential Area

Ambient Aerosols in Hillsboro (%) (N=8)

Average Mass Loading = 71 ~g/m3

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean

N = Number of tests

Size (m) EC/TC OC/M EC/M TC/M

<0.3 24:t2 . 40:t3 U:tl 51:t4

<1.2 21:t2 40:t3 10:tl 50:t4

Total 20:tl 37:t4 9:tl 46:t4



CHAPTER FIVE: CMB ANALYSES OF RYC CONTRIBUTIONS TO
RESIDENTIAL AREA AIR POLLUTION

5.1 RESIDENTIAL YOOD COMBUSTIONCOMPOSITION PROFILES

To obtain accurate RYC source contributions by using CMB modeling

the average composition of RYC particulate material emitted by all wood

burners in a study area as it arrives at the receptor must be known.

This research has shown, by source sampling from cooled diluted plumes,

that the composition of RYC particulate emissions spans a range bounded

by hot and cool burning particle compositions and that the compositions

of hot and cool burning wood smoke particles are very different.

Usually CMB source compositions are determined by measurements at

the source. The assumption is made that compositionsdo not vary over

time (as a function of process) or over the atmospheric residence time

during which the aerosol travels from the source to the receptor: RYC

particulate emissions do not conform to these assumptions because

emitted particulate composition depends on stove operation practices of

all wood burners in the area being sampled, and the composition of RYC

particles can change during its atmospheric residence time. CMB

modeling of RYC requires that at least the average burning practices of

stove users over the sampling period be known so that an average RYC

composition profile can be generated. Since the average burning

practices of stove users are usually not available, alternative

strategies must be considered. Average RYC composition has been

estimated by averaging available data but this has resulted in high

particle composition uncertainty (Yatson, 1979). Average RYC
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composition can also be determined by measuring the composition of the

ambient aerosol under circumstances where most of the ambient aerosol

comes from RWC (DeCesar and Cooper, 1981). This approach is practical

but may conceal non-RWC sources if they are present when the ambient

aerosol is assumed to be mostly from RWC.

This research examined two alternative strategies to determine RWC

composition profiles. First the average composition profile was

estimated by using hot and cool wood burning composition profiles

together with wood burning practice data determined by surveys. Second,

to circumvent the problem of knowing the wood burning behavior in the

study area, separate hot and cool burning composition profiles were

used in the same CMB analysis. For simplicity it was assumed that all

wood burning could be described as damper open or damper closed stove

operation. This research has shown that burning with the damper

partially open results in aerosols which are similar to cool burning

aerosols. Fireplace burning was not considered as a separate source in

CMB analyses because the composition of these emissions was very

similar to cool burning stove emissions. CMB results obtained using the

above methods were compared with CMB results obtained using the RWC

composition profile given in the EPA Receptor Model Source Composition

Library (Core et a1., 1984).

Wood smoke composition data for damper open and closed softwood

and hardwood burning were obtained by averaging all the test data

acquired in this research. These profiles are given in Table 5.1.

Because these profiles resulted from averaging a large data set of

residential stove burn tests they should be reasonably representative



Table 5.1

Residential Wood Stove Aerosol Composition Profiles

(% of mass)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.

N = Number of tests
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Damper Open Damper Closed

Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood

N=8 N=9 N=8 N=4

Al 0.32tO.14 0.48tO.21 0.OStO.01 0.04tO.02

Ca 0.36tO.06 0.10tO.07 0.06tO.02 0.01tO.01

Cl 2 . St1. 0 3.0tO.8 O.OSt 0.01 0.01tO.01

Fe 0.02tO.01 0.03tO.01 0.01tO.01 0.01tO.01

K 7.0t2.8 lS.6t2.8 0.09tO.02 0.24tO.ll

P 0.13tO.OS 0.21tO.OS 0.01tO.01 0.02tO.01

Pb 0.16tO.04 0.08tO.12 nd nd

Rb 0.03tO.01 0.05tO.02 nd nd

S 1. 3tO. 9 1.4tO.7 0.06tO.01 0.08tO.04

Si 0.45tO.21 0.6StO.12 0.04tO.03 0.07tO.03

Zn 0.24tO.06 0.27tO.06 0.OltO.01 nd

OC l7.St4 l6.4t7 52.2tl 55.9t2

EC 34.6t7 18.6t7 4.7t2 4.6t1

TC 51.lt6 35.0t4 56.9t2 60.5t3
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of damper open and closed operation of common box type, air-tight wood

stoves.

Some test data (Table 3.6B) showed that carbon concentrations for

particles <0.3 pm were slightly less that for particles >0.3 pm. Also

elemental concentrations based on particles <0.1 were generally about

20% higher than for particles >0.1 pm; however, because of the small

sample masses collected behind the 0.1 pm impactor these data had a

large amount of variability.

It is interesting to compare the hot burn compositions in Table

5.1 with the two sets of composition data for wood fired boilers

presented in Table 5.2. These data sets had the lowest and highest

values of potassium concentration for wood fired boiler data given in

the EPA Receptor Model Source Composition Libra~ (Core et a1. 1984).

These boiler data probably represent an upper limit for trace element

concentrations that could be expected from hot wood burning. The

highest of these concentrations, except for aluminum, ar~ a factor of

two or more higher than the values obtained for hot burning wood stoves

in this research.

It should be noted that a small wood boiler contribution to the

background aerosol in a residential area can result in an overly large

CMB evaluation of RYC aerosols if carbon is not included as a fitting

species. Because industrial wood burning furnaces produce very little

aerosol carbon compared to RYC, accounting for ambient carbon insures

that trace elements from wood boilers are not confused with RYC

emissions.

The data in Table 5.1 were used to develop hot and cool burning
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Table 5.2

Two Aerosol Composition Profiles for Wood-Fired

Boilers (% of mass)*

< Below detection limit

* Core et al., 1984

Al 0.240tO.180 0.130:t0.07

Br 0.055:t0.300 0.017:t

Ca 5.600t4.000 3.0:t2.0

Cl 9.500t4.900 13.0t12.0

Cu 0.120:t0.060 0.27t

Fe 1.260tO.880 0.30tO.1

K 22.400t11.20 9.0t6.0

Kn 0.520tO.340 0.2:t0.1

Hi 0.006:t0.004 <

Pb 0.420:t0.220 0.03tO.02

S 8.800t2.400 3.0t2.0

Si 0.760tO.370 0.5tO.3

Zn 0.730tO.340 0.3tO.1

OC ------ 5.0:t4.0

EC ------ 4.3:t4.0
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average composite wood smoke composition profiles for burning 50%

softwood and 50% hardwood (Table 5.3). This usage pattern in Portland

was determined by Cummings (1982) and confirmed by Fitzgerald (1985). A

survey of wood dealers indicated that people who heat with wood prefer

hardwood over softwood but that wood type availability was the prime

factor which determined the type of wood that was burned. A hot burn

profile was also developed for burning 75% softwood and 25% hardwood

(Table 5.3). The similarity of 50/50 and 75/25 softwoodjhardwood

composition profiles and Tables 3.6-3.7 indicate that wood type has at

most a minor influence on RWC particulate composition and does not need

to be considered in CMB modeling. All CMB modeling in this research

used 50/50 softwoodjhardwood composition profiles.

It should be noted that the differences between softwood and

hardwood hot burn particulate compositions might not be specifically

associated with wood type but could result from differences in burn

temperature that occurred for the specific soft and hard woods burned.

Since burn temperature so strongly dominates smoke composition for RWC,

only rigidly controlled laboratory burns can determine the true effects

of wood type on particulate composition.

The data in Table 5.3 were used to develop a composite wood smoke

composition profile for 25% damper open burning and 75% damper closed

burning with a 50% softwood and 50% hardwood wood mix. This profile is

presented in Table 5.4. It takes into account that average damper

closed burning emits 4.8 (Appendix 3) times more aerosol than damper

open burning. Thus if all RWC aerosol is assumed to come from stoves,

7% of the aerosol comes from damper open burning and 93% comes from
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damper closed burning. This damper setting pattern was found by

Cummings (1982) and has been substantiatedby discussionswith many

wood burners. It should be noted that stoves operating with large fuel

loads, even with dampers fully open, can also generate cool burning

aerosol because air starved combustion results when the amount of wood

surface burning is too large for the amount of combustion air supplied

by th~ draft system. This type of operation was not common because it

usually results in excessive heat outputs. For similar reasons the

trend toward air starved combustion increases when burning very dry

wood as compared to wood with moderate moisture levels. Very dry wood

will tend to burn faster than moderately moist wood and thus will

demand more combustion air which leads to air-starved combustion and

higher emissions when the capacity of draft system is exceeded.

Columns one and two in Table 5.5 give the carbon size

distributions for RWC particulate emissions resulting from burning 50%

hardwood and 50% softwood in stoves with the damper open and damper

closed, respectively. In column three these data are combined, assuming

that damper closed burning emits 4.8 times more particulate mass than

damper open burning, to estimate the carbon distribution for 75% damper

closed burning and 25% damper open burning. Column four shows the

carbon distributions expected for 2/3 of wood burned per column three

combined with 1/3 of wood burned in fireplaces. It will be noted when

RWC emissions are dominated by cool burning emissions there is

relatively little aerosol between 0.3 and 0.6 pm. When fireplace

emissions are added to the emissions mix the amount of emissions

between 0.3 and 0.6 pm is significantly increased.
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Table 5.5

The Carbon Size Distribution of RWCEmissions for Various

Residential Wood Burning Operating Modes

*Assumes that 75% of wood is burned in stoves with dampers closed
and 25% is burned with dampers open and that closed damper
burning produces 4.8 times more aerosol particle mass than open
damper burning. (6% of aerosol from hot burning and 94% of
aerosol from cool burning.)

**Assumes that 2/3 of wood is burned in stoves (75% dampers closed
25% dampers open) and 1/3 burned in fireplaces (fireplaces emit
5.4 times more aerosol than hot burning stoves)

50% softwood and 50%hardwood

Stove Emissions
Size (m) 2/3 Stove

Damper Damper 75% Closed 1/3 FP **
Open Closed 25% Open *

Organic Carbon

<0.3 57:t:10 55t1 55t3 51t4

0.3-0.6 29:!:6 4t2 6:!:3 18:f:4

0.6-2.5 14:f:8 41t2 39:!:3 31t4

Elemental Carbon

<0.3 57:t:4 56t14 56t14 51t12

0.3-0.6 34t2 17t7 18t7 26t7

0.6-2.5 9t3 27t7 26t7 23t6

Total Carbon

<0.3 57t4 55t1 56t1 51t4

0.3-0.6 32t2 5t3 7t3 19t3

0.6-2.5 11t5 40t2 37:!:2 30t4
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Table 5.6 gives the composite RWC composition profile for the case

where one-third of the wood burned was burned in fireplaces and two-

thirds were burned in stoves. This usage pattern was given by Cummings

(1982). The composition profile in Table 5.6 is not significantly

different from the stove only burning composition profile shown in

Table 5.4.

5.2 CHEMICAL MASS BALANCE (CMB) ANALYSIS

The CMB analyses were done on total aerosol samples (i.e.

collected with no impactor in the sampling stream) and on samples that

were collected behind several different impactor sets. Impactor-

collected samples consisted of the particulate material passing the

impactors and thus were representative of particles which had

aerodynamic diameters less than the impactor cut-points. For size-

distributed CMB analyses source composition profiles were used which

applied to source aerosols that were collected behind the same

impactors as the ambient aerosols. With this procedure the amount of

wood smoke aerosol or other source type in each size fraction of the

ambient aerosol could be determined. These data show how aerosol mass

from various sources was distributed in ambient samples and were useful

in making inferences about the stability of carbonaceous aerosols

during their atmospheric residence time, about their inhalation

characteristics, and about their impact on visibility degradation. This

procedure can also facilitate CMB analysis in the case where sources

with similar compositions exist in different size ranges.

CMB analyses were done using the composite and separate hot and



Table 5.6

Composite RYC Composition Profile

(% of mass)

Uncertainties are standard errors of the mean.
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50% hardwood and 50% softwood burned.
Two thirds burned in stoves, one third in fireplaces.

Stoves: 25% damper open and 75% damper closed.

Al 0.05:t0.02

Ca 0.05:t0.02

Cl 0.51:t0.22

Fe 0.01:t0.01

K 0.69:t0.25

P 0.03:t0.01

Pb 0.02:t0.02

Rb 0.001:t.001

S 0.16:t0.06

Si 0.08:t0.04

Zn 0.02:t0.01

OC 51. 4:t4

EC 7.8:t4

TC 58.2:t3
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cool burning RWC source composition profiles (Tables 5.3 and 5.4).

The accuracy of CMB results has not been independently determined.

This can strictly only be done by making measurements of known source

contributions in a controlled ambient situation. Confidence in CMB

results can be strengthened by comparisons with concurrent carbon-14

measurements. Since neither of these methods were available the

validity of CMB results was assessed by noting the overall goodness of

fit measured by chi-squared (X2) and noting the fit of individual

tracer species. Since RWC smoke particles are over 50% carbon it is

especially important that total carbon (TC) is well fit by CMB

modeling. If organic (OC) and elemental carbon (EC) are also well fit,

then confidence in the model results is further improved.

During their atmospheric residence RWC particles can undergo

processes which change their mass and composition distribution as a

function of size. Particles can coagulate to shift size distributions

toward larger particle sizes. Particles can also lose mass by

evaporation of volatile species or they can gain mass by condensation

of vapor species or by gas to particle chemical reactions. Any gain or

loss of particle mass changes the mass based concentrations of all

species comprising the particle. This in turn creates a difference

between particle composition profiles determined at the source (those

used in CMB analysis) and those arriving at a receptor. Such changes

can cause errors in CMB-determined source contributions. This research

examined the effect on CMB results of assuming that RWC particles lose

organic carbon by evaporation during the atmospheric residence time.

Ambient particulate organic and elemental carbon size
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distributions were compared with expected distributions which were

computed by using CMB source contributions together with measured

source emission distributions. These comparisons were useful to examine

the behavior of combustion generated particles in the atmosphere.

These CMB analyses are intended to show the utility of improved

source characterization data and to demonstrate the use of chemical

mass balance methods on size-distributed data.

5.3 APPLICATIONS OF SOURCE COMPOSITION DATA TO CMB ANALYSIS

CMB analyses were done on a Columbia PC computer (IBM compatible)

using version 2.2 of the CMB program developed by Watson (1985) for the

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). Emission composition

profiles for composite RWC particles, hot and cool burning RWC

particles, residential oil furnace aerosol and vehicular transportation

(tunnel) developed in this research were used. Note the tunnel source

will be labeled "motor vehicle" in CMB results. Other necessary source

profiles, (i.e., road dust, soil, distillate oil combustion, residual

oil combustion, heavy duty diesel, Kraft recovery boiler, and sea salt)

were those currently used by the Oregon DEQ. Many of these profiles and

the RWC profile currently used by the DEQ are given by Core et al.

(1984).

In all CMB analyses OC and EC were used as fitting species rather

than only using TC. This, in effect, incorporates more information

about the sources and the ambient aerosol into the CMB analysis. It

therefore should make CMB results more valid. The differences in source

contributions obtained by using either OC and EC or TC alone were not
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evaluated. Neither mass and nor TC were used as fitting species;

however, the fits of these species were useful indicators of goodness

of fit. It is reasonable to expect that the ratios of CMB-computed TC

and mass values to measured TC and mass values, respectively should be

slightly less than one since every source that actually contributes to

the ambient aerosol might not have been included in the analysis.

5.3.1 ANALYSIS OF PORTLANDRESIDENTIAL AEROSOLS PASSING A

10 ~m CUT-POINT IMPACTOR

Several wintertime (February 1985) ambient aerosol samples were

collected using impactor set #1 (two 10 ~m impactors and a 2.5, 1.2.

0.6 and 0.3 ~m impactor) in a Southwest Portland residential area. One

10 ~m impactor collected a sample on Teflon while the other impactors

collected samples on quartz fiber filters. Samples collected on Teflon

were analyzed for trace element species and samples collected on quartz

fiber filters were analyzed for carbon. The mass loadings passing the

10 ~m impactor were 21, 9, 23 and 22 ~g/m3, for February 5, 8, 14 and

20, respectively. These low ambient mass loadings occurred because the

sampling location was at a higher altitude than the surrounding area

and because the winter rains suppressed the resuspension of soil dust

and removed coarse particles from the air. Summertime samples at this

site did have the expected coarse mode component. The mass percentages

above 2.5 ~m were 0, 0, 24, and 17% for the February 5th, 8th, 14th and

20th samples, respectively. No more than 4% of the carbon was above 2.5

~m. Thus these samples were composed mainly of fine mode aerosol and

the carbon would be expected to come from combustion sources.
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Major sources contributing to these samples were determined by CMB

analyses. The source contributions, in percentages of measured aerosol

mass, are shown in Tables 5.7A-D. For each date the first column

(Normal) shows results obtained using the RWC composite composition

profile (W/S Comp). "Normal" refers to CMB analyses that use RWC

composition profiles that do not include OC loss by particles during

their atmospheric residence time. The normal analysis shows that

residential wood smoke component ranged from 22 to 38% of aerosol

particulate mass. The second largest pollution source, distillate oil

burning emissions, ranged from 24 to 34%. The third largest source, the

sum of road dust and motor vehicle emissions ranged from 12 to 29%. The

road dust source was assumed to be mainly geological material while the

motor vehicle source was assumed to be mainly automotive emissions. The

road dust and motor vehicle sources were always resolvable by the CMB

analysis. Figure 5.1 shows the contributions of the sources used in CMB

modeling to these samples. This figure shows that the source

distribution was very similar on a day to day basis. This distribution

is probably typical for winter residential aerosol where RWC is a

significant pollution source. Mass was not used as a fitting species in

the CMB analyses. Therefore since usually more than 80% of the aerosol

mass was accounted for it can be assumed that no major aerosol sources

have been neglected.

Note that in this group of CMB analyses residential oil burning

was represented by the "distillate oil" composition profile given in

the EPA Receptor Source Composition Library, (Core et a1., 1984). For

other CMB analyses the "oil furnace" composition profile determined in



TABLE 5.7A

Comparisons of CHB Analyses Using Various Wood Smoke

Composition Profiles

Uncertainties are standard errors.

· For CMBanalysis organic carbon is decreased by the
percentage shown for the RWCsources.

.. Ratio of CMBcalculated/measured

DF =Degrees of freedom
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Site: SWPortland Residential Area 2/5/85
Size: 10 m. Mass loading = 21 g/m3

Normal -25% · -50% · -65% ·

W/S Comp(%) 37.5:1:7.6 40.8:1:8.4 45.2t9.6 48.2:1:10.7
-

Road dust(%) 7. 9:1:1.5 7.8:1:1. 5 7.7:1:1.5 7.7:1:1.5

Motor Veh. (%) 6 .1:1:1.1 6.1t1.1 6.1:f:1.1 6.1t1.1

Dist oi1(%) 30.4:1:6.9 29.6:1:6.9 28.7:1:6.9 28.5:1:7.0

X2 1.817 1.423 1.206 1. 293

DF 10 10 10 10

OC Ratio** 1.18:1:0.10 1.11:1:0.09 1. 00:1:0. 08 0.89:1:0.07

BC Ratio.. 0.64:1:0.11 0.68:1:0.12 0.73:1:0.15 0.79:1:0.17

TC Ratio.. 0.99:1:0.12 0.96:1:0.11 0.91:1:0.10 0.85:1:0.10

K Ratio.. 0.73:1:0.20 0.87:1:0.25 1.07:1:0.37 1. 25:1:0.48

Mass calc(%) 82.0:1:8.2 84.2t8.4 87.7:1:8.7 90.4:1:9.0



TABLE 5.1B

Comparisons of CM! Analyses Using Various Vood Smoke

Composition Profiles

Uncertainties are standard errors.

* For CM! analysis organic carbon is decreased by the
percentage shown for the RVC sources.

** Ratio of CMB calculated/measured

DF = Degrees of freedom
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Site: SV Portland Residential Area 2/8/85
Size: 10 m. Mass loading = 9 g/m3

Normal -25% * -50% * -65% *

VIS Comp(%) 22.3:1:5.1 24.1t6.3 28.0t1.4 30.8t8.4

Road dust(%) 5 .4tl. 0 5. 3tl. 0 5 .2tl. 0 5 .1tl. 0

Motor Veh. (%) 6 .9tl. 5 1 .1tl. 5 6 .9tl. 5 6. 8tl. 5

Sea salt (%) 3 .9tl. 3 3 .8tl. 3 3 .6tl. 2 3 .5tl. 2

Dist oil(%) 33.8t8.5 33.1t8.4 34.1t8.6 35.3t8.8

X2 1.106 1.311 0.991 0.949

DF 1 1 1 1

OC Ratio** 1. 16tO .13 1.13tO .12 1.06tO .12 0.98tO.12

EC Ratio" 0.83tO.15 0.86tO.16 0.93tO.18 1. OOtO. 21

TC Ratio" 1. 04tO .11 1. 03tO .16 1. OOtO .11 0.98tO.11

K Ratio" 0.63tO.14 0.14tO.18 0.90tO.26 1.03tO.33

Mass calc(%) 12.3t1.2 74.4t7.4 77.8t7.7 80.8t8.1



TABLE 5.7C

Comparisons of CMSAnalyses Using Various Wood Smoke

Composition Profiles

Uncertainties are standard deviations.

* For CMSanalysis organic carbon is decreased by the
percentage shown for the RWCsources.

** Ratio of CKB calculated/measured

DF =Degrees of freedom
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Site: Portland Residential Area 2/14/85
Size: 10 m. Mass loading = 23 g/m3

Normal -25% * -50% * -65% *

W/S Comp(%) 31.6+6.7 34.0:1:7.3 37.1:1:8.5 38.8:1:9.5

Road dust(%) 9.8:1:1.6 9.6:1:1.6 9.5:1:1.6 9.5:1:1.6

Motor Veh. (%) 4.2:1:0.9 4.2:1:0.9 4.1:1:0.9 4.1:1:0.9

Sea salt (%) 5.4:1:1.5 5.2:1:1.5 5.1:1:1.4 4 . 9:1:1.4
-, -

Dist oil (%) 33.7:1:7.4 33.5:1:7.5 33.8:1:7.6 34.6:1:7.8

X2 0.987 0.724 0.679 0.881

DF 7 7 7 7

OC Ratio** 1.11:1:0.10 1. 06:1:0.10 0.96:1:0.09 0.86:1:0.09

EC Ratio** 0.89:1:0.18 0.94:1:0.19 1.01:1:0.23 1.09:1:0.26

TC Ratio** 1. 05:1:0.15 1.02:1:0.14 0.97:1:0.14 0.92:1:0.14

K Ratio** 0.80:1:0.19 0.91:1:0.24 1. 08:1:0.33 1. 21:1:0 . 41

Mass calc(%) 84.6:1:8.5 86.6:1:8.7 89.7:1:9.0 91.9:1:9.2



TABLE 5.7D

Comparisons of CKB Analyses Using Various iood Smoke

Composition Profiles

Uncertainties are standard deviations.

· For CKB analysis organic carbon is decreased by the
percentage shown for the RiC sources.

.. Ratio of CKB calculated/measured

DF = Degrees of freedom
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Site: Portland Residential Area 2/20/85
Size: 10 m. Kass loading=22 g/m3

Normal -25' · -50' · -65' ·

i/S Comp('o) 22.5:1:5.9 24.3:1:6.3 25.4:1:7.0 25.6:1:7.4

Road dust('o) 18.8:1:2.9 18.4:1:2.9 18.0:1:2.8 17.9:1:2.8

Kotor Veh. ('o) 10.2:1:1.7 10. 2:t1. 7 10.2:1:1.7 10.1:1:1.7

Sea salt('o) 1.6:1:0.6 1.6:t0.6 1. 5:1:0.5 1. 5:1:0.5

Dist oil('o) 36.6:1:8.4 36.7:1:8.3 37.7:1:8.5 39.1:1:8.7

X2 0.759 0.462 0.272 0.277
--

DF 8 8 8 8

OC Ratio.. 1.17:1:0.14 1.13:1:0.12 1. 04:1:0.13 0.95:1:0.13

EC Ratio** 0.90:1:0.16 0.94:1:0.17 0.99:1:0.19 1. 04:1:0.20

TC Ra tio** 1.08:1:0.17 1.06:1:0.17 1. 02:1:0.17 0.98:1:0.17

K Ra tio** 0.78:1:0.17 0.86:1:0.20 0.96:1:0.24 1.02:1:0.27

Kass calc('o) 89.8:1:9.0 91. 2:1:9.1 92.8:1:9.3 86.2:1:8.6



o
2/5/84 2/8/84 2/14/84

Date
2/20/84

Figure 5.1. CMB source contributions to <10 ~m southwest Portland residential area

aerosol samples where RWC emissions were characterized by the RWC composite
composition profile.
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